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New Vice President
Campus improvements are one
of the major priorities for Nick
Lomax, new vice president for
student affairs. See page two.
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Middle East critical to U.S.nationaLsecurity
by Jim Hennessey
news editor
"We as Americans don't really
understand the situation in the
Middle East," said former S.C.
Governor John West. "Consequently we as citizens don't
really understand the vital importance of our federal policy in
protecting our stake in the
region."
West, formerly ambassador
to Saudi Arabia and currently a
Hilton Head lawyer and distinguished professor of Middle East
studies at the University of
South Carolina, spoke on
"America's stake in the Middle
East," as the main speech of the
1986 President's Fall Honors
Convocation.
"I think we are all human and
by nature we don't want to hear
bad news. Most of the news from
the Middle East is bad, so we
usually just pass it on and move
toward
more
enjoyable
subjects," West said.
"In 1979 American citizens
were taken hostage by Shiite
Moslems in Iran. Every night the
American public sat at home
watching on TV as flags were
burned and anti-American
chants were spit out in Arabic.
The message was not in English,
but we understood the meaning.
"Three weeks later the Great

Mosque in Mecca was overrun by
terrorists. In December of 1979
Russian forces moved into
Afghanistan.
"According to an old Arabic
saying, 'Russia is like a giant
fishing in troubled waters."
"There are two main reasons
for Russian interest in the Persian gulf area: the need for a
warm water shipping port and
the lure of one-third of the
world's oil supply.
"In 1979 Russian oil sources
were being depleted. The cost of
oil from the Russian province of
Siberia was $30 a barrel. At the
same time it only cost 25 cents to
mine a barrel of Middle East oil."
It was at this point in time,
West said, that then President
Carter "threw down the gauntlet
creating the biggest SovietAmerican conflict since the
Kennedy-Khruschev missile crisis
in the 1960's.
"At this time [1979] the United
States had a small military contingent located in Saudi Arabia.
They were mainly responsible for
the training of Saudi military
forces. Even with the presence of
these forces, the only effective
response to the Soviet situation
would have been for the president to back down or to answer
with a nuclear response."
West posed the question,
"Why risk a nuclear confrontation over a piece of desert?

Eric Fresriwater/ohctcgrapher

Former Governor John West (right) speaks to a colleague following Monday night's
Fall Convocation address.
"This was not a policy established by the Carter administration. It started back in 1973-74
during the first Arab oil embargo. At that time Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger said that
the 'United States will not sub-

mit to regional strangulation.'"
At the same time, West said,
U.S. military forces were training
in Texas on how to gain military
control of Middle East oil refineries.
"President Carter's policy

from 1979 has been reiterated
and expanded under President
Reagan," West said. "We cannot
let what happened in Iran or
Afghanistan happen in countries
like Saudi Arabia."

Project receives funding
by Jim Hennessey
news editor

Tim Crawford/head photoyrapner

Touchdown!
Fullback Tracy Johnson (42) leaps over the pile to score one of his two touchdowns in
Clemson's 27-3 rout of Georgia Tech last Saturday.

A University research project
aimed at developing a computeraided system to design prosthetic implants has received
nearly $470,000 in funding and
equipment for the project.
The Bioengineering Alliance of
South Carolina, a group of physicians, engineers, scientists and
computer specialists from Clemson, the University of South
Carolina and the Medical University of South Carolina, has
received a challenge grant worth
$300,000 from the Texas Instruments Corp. and' a
$169,300 allocation from the
state General Assembly.
Texas Instruments is matching the group's equipment expenditures three dollars to one,
allowing the schools to purchase
special computer equipment
necessary to complete the project's research.
"Texas Instruments has become a leader in the area of artificial intelligence, and this project is interested in working with
them because it is a unique application of intelligence com-

puters," said Larry Dooley,
University bioengineering professor and program director.
The system would use computers to help surgeons analyze
injuries to joints, evaluate currently available prosthesis if a
replacement is called for, and
design a tailor-made implant for
the recipient. A prosthesis is an
artificial implant for a missing or
damaged part of the body.
Called ORTHO-PERT for
"orthopedic-expert," the system
will shorten the time it takes to
get a custom implant from more
than six weeks to 24 hours or
less, Dooley said.
The system also would allow a
physician to avoid performing
surgery as treatment for a
variaty of ailments.
If the diagnosis calls for a
replacement the system would
scan all available implants on the
market and decide whether any
would adequately fit the
patient's needs. If none would
work, the system would automatically undertake the design
of a new one, writing up the
design specifications to be read
by the machines that manufacture the devices.
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Lomax assumes command
by Jim Hennessey
news editor
Nick Lomax was appointed
University Vice President for
Student Affairs last Friday by
President Max Lennon.
"I feel very gratified. I look
forward to moving ahead with
Dr. Lennon. I think he has a
great agenda for the University,
and I look forward to playing a
part in the support areas that
will enchance the research and
the academic mission of the
University.
"To begin our mission, we are
looking at some of the questions
and comments brought up during the search process. We will
make some changes. To say that
they will be major changes, I
can't be that specific at this time.
"We are looking at the views
expressed by students, faculty
and administration during the
course of the interviews I had
during the search. We had a lot of
good input and I will be evaluating the suggestions with my
staff to see which suggestions we
can effectively add to our programs," Lomax said.
Lomax said that his number
one priority in the office of student life is to find a new assistant
vice president for student affairs
to fill the post he vacated 15
months ago to assume the duties
of acting vice president.
"We've been operating now for
15 months with one person filling
both slots and that is a very vital
position in our organization and
we need to move ahead and get
that filled," he said.
Lomax also said the University
will begin its search next week
and will probably make an announcement on a replacement by
the end of the month.
"We anticipate very strong
local candidates. It is an important position to this office,
especially in the areas of projects. The person sitting in that
office is charged with coordinating the programs and plans

student life is trying to move
ahead with.
"The development of an east
campus activities center will take
a lot of time and care in planning
and developing. The program for
those facilities and the possibilities
this plan opens for us will be for
the new assistant vice president
to handle.
"We have employed the services of a consultant to do a
marketing study and primarily
find out if it will be feasible to
finance an east campus center
without using student fees and
state dollars.
"The renovation of the YMCA
is another project that is on the
long-range plan for improving
student services. We hope to
renovate that facility so that we
will have quality space for career
services and co-op education.
Right now they are in the student center and we need to have
them more visible and we feel
that the YMCA will be a perfect
place to locate them.
"Also, the office of student life
is spread out over a couple of
buildings—Mell Hall and the
YMCA to be specific. They have
a critical space problem and that
can be resolved by renovating
the YMCA," he said.
Lomax also said that the
long rumored fraternity and sorority "row" housing is being
evaluated by the office of student
life.
"The fraternity and sorority
housing proposal, which has been
in front of the commission on student affairs for some time, is being evaluated right now. We had
a group visit various campuses
to evaluate their fraternity row
concepts and we anticipate a report from it within the next
av days.
"For some time now the IFC
and Pan-Hellenic have requested
that the University look into the
possibility of providing them the
opportunity to, in a cooperative
effort with the University, build
fraternity houses on University

land.
"This is a very costly proposition. It is one in which the individual organization would have
to carry the major financial
responsibility to implement the
program.
"So we must evaluate the entire scope of the project. The first
thing we must do is see other
campus experiences and this is
what this search group is doing.
It is gathering information
from other divisions of student
affairs at schools which provide
fraternity row housing. We must
know if they were successful and
if they failed we will try to find
out what went wrong and hopefully provide some background
information to make a decision
about pursuing the plan," he
said.
Lomax, who has been with the
University for 20 years, served
as acting vice president of student affairs since July 1985, filling a position left open when
Walter Cox became president.

Nick Lomax

Coming up
Oct. 3

Partial Solar Eclipse Projection. Sponsored by Clemsor
Area Amateur Astronomers (656-5593), 2-4:30 p.m.J
Kinard Physics Building, free.

Oct. 3-4 Parents' Weekend. Sponsored by Alumni Council
(656-2345). Special and educational activities for parents
of freshmen.

Oct. 4

Agriculture Open House. Sponsored by College of I
Agricultural Sciences (656-3013), 8:30 a.m.-noon, P&A|
Building, free.

Oct. 6-11 Short Course: "Beginning Shagging." Sponsored by
University Union (656-2461), 7:15-8:30 p.m., $10.
Oct. 7

Reception for faculty and staff who have joined the]
University during the past year. Sponsored by the Uni-I
versity Club. 4:30 p.m.. Alumni Center, $2 for Universityl
Club members. For more information, call Campbelll
Martin (654-5076).

Oct. 8

Performing Artist Series: Charleston Ballet. Sponsored I
by University Union and Alumni Association!
(656-2461), 8 p.m., Tillman Hall Auditorium, $4|
students and senior citizens, $7 public.

Oct. 8

Meeting: Women in Higher Education. Jean Tullil
founder and president of Helping Hands, featuredl
speaker. Noon. Golden Coral restaurant.
»>•**'* *'>**< !»!»»» ••»##*#»*«»•«<
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Computer center expansion planned
by Ken Crowder
associate news editor
A new computer center which
will house the University's IBM
computer and its operations
staff will be ready in the fall of
1987, according to Chris
Duncanfield, director of the computer center.
The center will be located in
Clemson Research Park, which is
off Highway 123 toward Interstate 85. The center will also

be used by the information
systems development team,
which is a contractural programming group that is currently using Martin Hall. Duncanfield
said, however, that faculty and
students would be unaffected by
the move.
"Students and faculty will
notice no difference in our computer system. All of the terminals will remain where they are,"
he said.

"The building will be approximately 40,000 square feet. Its
cost will be around $500,000
anually, but it will be completely
paid for by funds from the computer center budget. No special
appropriations of funds will be
needed," he added.
Duncanfield said the only
thing holding up construction is
the final approval of the board of
trustees, and he said he expects
that very soon.

Empty seats plague Student Senate
by Andrew Cauthen
copy editor
Seven senators and the senate
secretary were chosen at the Student Senate's third regular session Monday.
Freshman Leeana Black, a
political science major, was
elected over junior Ellen Parsons, also a political science
major.
The representatives Student
Senate President Ron Merritt appointed were Phil Arisman, Mike
Holt and Brian Reddy, engineering; Paul Theos, education; Kelly
Brown, Young Hall; and 'Chris
Whitlock, Bowen Hall.
Merritt also appointed three
committee chairpersons; University Housing, Jeff Holt; Student
Food and Health Services, Janice
Garrison; and Athletic Affairs,

Student Senate
Eric Nelson. Scott Lamar and
James Teague volunteered to be
senate representatives on the International Student Council.
Student Body Vice President
Doug Johnson reported to the
Senate that the Barnett election
appeal was denied because the
appellate could not prove her
allegations.
There are 11 senate seats
that are still vacant. They include Nursing (1), Sciences (2),
Johnstone E (2), Wannamaker (1),
Thornhill (1), Smith (1) and Benet
(1).
In addition to the senate seats
open, several committees need
student representatives. The
Committee on Teacher Resources

and Effectiveness needs three
students—one from engineering
another from agriculture and
one from the sciences. Cooperative Education, Safety and Fire
Prevention, Libraries Advisory
and the Fine Arts committees
each have one opening for an
undergraduate student.
Two undergraduate students
are needed in each of the following committees: the Committee
on Financial Aid; Student Employment and Placement; Alcohol and Drug Abuse; Recreation
Advisory Board; and University
Union Board.
Any student interested in
becoming a senator or filling a
committee position should contact Ron Merritt during his office
hours today or Monday for additional information and an interview.

PRTM will 'rekindle the torch'
by Dick Howell
associate professor, PRTM
"

In 1981, inbound travel to the
United States from other countries reached an all-time high of
some 23 million visitors. These
visitors deposited $14 billion into
the hands of American businesses
and the treasuries of federal,
state and local governments, contributing significantly to the
plus side of our international
balance of payments.
j, Rampant inflation, recession
and currency devaluation in
other countries, plus an increasingly strong dollar, has dis> couraged U.S.-bound travel over
the past few years. Now, with
economic conditions stabilizing
worldwide, and the declining
*-~value of the dollar, foreigners are
again eyeing this country as a
potential vacation bargain. This
year, projections show inbound
*■ traffic increasing again, with expectations of 22 million visitors
and spending of about $15 billion. Predictions for 1987 are
* even rosier.
But international tourism is a
highly competitive business.
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Even at the 1981 peak, the
United States garnered only
about 8 percent of the international travel market. To be truly
competitive in this lucrative
arena, U.S. tourism operators
and government officials need to
be aware of the preferences, expectations and needs of potential
visitors from other lands and
cultures in order to increase our
share of the business.
Clemson's PRTM department's third annual Hospitality
and Tourism Invitational will do
just that. On Oct. 23-25, university students, faculty and travel
industry representatives from
across the Southeast and beyond
will converge on Clemson to attend "Rekindling the Torch:
Marketing, Selling and Servicing
the International Visitor." Subjects will include the need for intercultural sensitivity, language
banks, and government legislation. Financial transactions will
be addressed by Sandi Jaco, a
vice president of Citicorp Services. Scott Meis of Parks Canada
and Don Wynegar of the U.S.
Travel and Tourism Administration will discuss national
market research, including the

joint Canada-United States overseas study now in progress. State
government efforts will be addressed by Rene Welti of Florida
Tourism and Martha Beckman of
South Carolina PRT. Local and
regional inducements to foreign
visitors will be presented by Godfrey Harris of California's Harris/Ragan Management Corporation.
For an overseas perspective of
the international market, Tom
Risbecker of Risbecker International (Stockholm) and Kenneth
Katz of Destination Marketing
Ltd. (London) will be special
treats for the attendees. Both
operate major destination management companies in Europe,
arranging tours and visitor services across the continent.
The two-day program will include about 12 hours of educational sessions, interspersed with
receptions, informal gatherings
and meals. Full advance registration is US$90 ($100 at the door)
and US$40 for students. All
meals are included. The venue is
the Outdoor Laboratory on Lake
Hartwell, and attendance may
have to be limited due to facility
capacity.

Speaking out
by Eric Freshwater
staff photographer

9

uestion: What do you think the University should do to help
fighT the on-campus rape situation?

"I think there should be more security
around campus and a better escort service."
Kelly Cockfield

They need to provide more lights in
some unlighted areas, such as the
sidewalks between the library and
Johnstone."
Brad Jones
"I don't feel that there are enough
street lamps around the female dormitories. I also wouldn't put all the
blame on the males. There are a lot of
females walking half-naked on the campus. I'm sure this provokes the men. If
the women started acting and dressing
like ladies, this problem of rape might
decrease.''

Fire Department seeks federal grant
•

The University Fire Department is seeking a $7,500 federal
grant to develop a series of public
awareness and fire prevention
• programs.
The grant, available through
the Federal Emergency Management Agency and the United
• States Fire Administration,
would be matched by $2,500 in
local funds or in-kind support.
The money would be used to purchase home fire prevention
equipment for needy and elderly
people and furnish educational

material on fire prevention to
area schools and civic groups.
The grant would be handled by a
local volunteer group, the City of
Clemson and a local representative from business or industry,
according to Fire Chief Jack
Abraham. They would be responsible for setting up the programs
in the area.
The Blue Ridge Association of
Insurance Women tentatively
has agreed to act as a local
volunteer group for the program.

Aiken, Bennetsville and Columbia have also used these federal grants to establish similar
programs, Abraham said.
Abraham said he learned of the
grant when Clarendon County,
one of the four designated areas
in the state to use the program,
dropped out of the original plan.
The Clemson City Council tentatively endorsed the plan last
week and will vote at its next
meeting on a resolution supporting the effort.

Rebecca Cureton
"I think that the incidents should be
more publicized to the students. Too
much is kept quiet, and I believe that if
more people were aware, they would be
more cautious."
Cathy Harrell
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Frat row solves
housing problem
The University should not be afraid to expand its
ideas concerning kinds of student housing and the role of
student organizations in housing.
The Commission on Student Affairs is currently
evaluating a proposal which would allow fraternities and
sororities to build "row"-type housing for their
organizations on University land.
Under the proposal, each organization would provide
the majority of the money for building its house, while the
University would provide the land. Specifics for
maintenance and upkeep have not yet been decided.
This proposal is an excellent idea, assuming the
University would allow all organizations, not just Greek
organizations, to use the land for housing.
With the shortage of oncampus housing at the
University, it is apparent that new housing will be needed
in the near future. Already many students who apply for
campus housing are turned down, and if Johnstone is
renovated, the amount of dormitory space will be reduced
even more. Allowing organizations to design and build
their own houses will provide the needed housing and save
the University a substantial amount of money.
Another reason why organizational housing is a good
idea is it would demonstrate that the University
recognizes the specific housing needs and wants of various
organizations. If an organization has specific housing
needs, the University can now provide an opportunity for
the organizations to meet their own needs.
However, if the University expects the individual
organizations to bear the bulk of the financial burden for
this project, it is only fair that the University allow the
organizations a great deal of autonomy in the day to day
governing of their housing affairs.
Giving students the privilege to think and act on their
own behalves is an idea of which many people seem
afraid. Responsibility is a harsh reality in this world, so
there is no reason the University should not allow
students to be responsible for making their own decisions
while here at school.
"Fraternity-row"-type housing could be a positive
step for the University. It would be a welcome alternative
to the normal dormitory housing already on campus and
would allow student organizations to play a larger role in
the governing of student housing.
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Culinary clutz cooks up trouble
Whenever I consider moving off campus, one thought
kills the whole idea'deader
than a doornail.
What could be so horrifying, so dreadful that I would
share a single room with
seven pair of smelly shoes,
five ornery cockroaches, and a
bunch of little sprites who
hide my keys everytime I put
them down?
Cooking. The whole concept
sends shivers down my spine.
I don't see how someone can
go into a kitchen and come
out with those super casseroles or cakes or brownies
without destroying the room
in the process. At best my
culinary aptitude is nonexistent.
When something is boiling
on the stove at home, I can
follow one of two courses of
action. First, I can take the
top off the pot, put it back on
and repeat the process until I
make smoke signals. My second choice is to run out of the
kitchen screaming hysterically and let someone who
knows what's going on handle
the situation.
One time, my friend Bill
and I were playing chess on
the kitchen table. We decided
to have some tea, so I put one
of those whistle-spout pots of
water on the eye.
We started the game and
really got to concentrating on
our moves. A few minutes
later, we heard this shrill
whine but were too wrapped
up in our game to realize what
it was.
"What's that?" asked BUI.
"Just a bird," I said. "It'll
go away." Neither of us looked

RAMBLIN'

Hugh Gray
Associate Editor
up from the board in fear of
breaking concentation, or,
more importantly, missing a
sneaky sleight of hand
Sure enough, the whine
went away. So did all the
water and half the paint on
the pot. The paint had melted
then dribbled down the side of
the pot onto the eye, where it
bubbled and popped and
bounced around. It made a
real nice color, but Mom
wasn't too impressed.
Another time, I was at
home alone, and I thought I'd
be biggidy and fix a real supper that night. What the
heck, go for it, right? I'm
three-fourths of the way
through college.
Well, I piled some stuff on a
pan and slammed it in the
microwave. Then, I put some
fries in a pot of grease, and
that went in the oven.
Now that I had done all the
hard stuff. I went out to the
den to watch the tube. Pretty
soon, this ringing sound came
out to me. I went back to the
kitchen and checked the oven.
Nope. The microwave. Nope.
The pudding in the freezer.
Nope. The telephone. Bingo.
I sat down and started talking on the phone. That was
when I noticed the fire.
Flames were jumping from
the bottom of the pot so hard
I thought they would knock
the door down. About that

same instant, I heard the spitting, crackling sound in the
microwave and saw little
sparks bouncing all around inside. What did the owner's
manual say about no metallic
objects?
Thank goodness my sister
came in. While I stood in the
floor gape-mouthed and bugeyed, she straigthened everything up so that it looked like
nothing ever happened. It
took her the longest time to
forget that, too. I don't think
I ever swept so many floors,
washed so many dishes ....
One other little incident I
had involved a pressure
cooker. You know the little
piece on top that goes chikitachikita-chikita? Well, I had
wondered what would happen
if you screwed that piece
down so it didn't go chikitachikita-chikita anymore. I
found out. I'll give you a
hint—kaboooom.
Despite these little fiascos,
I decided to fix steaks with
Dr. Zenon last week while his
wife was out for the evening.
"Hey, Hugh, how do we
thaw these out?" asked Dr. Z.
"I don't know. You gotta
match?"
"Do we set the stove on
bake or broil?" I asked.
"What's the differenceheat is heat. But set it high; I
want to eat soon," Dr. Z. said.
"OK. 700 degrees on broil.
Let's go watch the game."
I don't think his wife has let
him back in the house since
that night. But I haven't been
around there lately. I kept
hearing her say something
about a shotgun, rock salt,
and my rear end.
,
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New anti-porn law takes away freedom
commentary
by Mike Painter
A new law enacted last October in
North Carolina is slowly bringing us
towards an Orwellian society. This
New "Anti-pornography law ' is
turning UNC—Greensboro into a
school where professors must edit
their own lectures for fear of arrest
and a felony charge. Books such as
"Human Reproduction" and "Where
Did I Come From?," the kind of
books most of us probably used in
our health classes back in high
school, were removed from library
shelves. Local newsstand owners are
scared to sell the "Sports Illustrated"
swimsuit issue. Video dealers fear
renting movies like "Animal House" or
"Risky Business." Is "1984" just around
the corner?
There have been many anit-porn
laws enacted before this one, but
none as sweeping and powerful as

this one. Previous laws required a
judge to make a decision on the
obscenity of the material before any
charges could be made. Now police
can arrest and press charges first,
then let the jury decide later.
Obscenity arrests can be made in
private homes and schools, and any
violation of the law is automatically
a felony. This isn't in the Soviet
Union—this is right across the state
line! The vast areas that this law
covers and its strength are causing
UNCG students to miss out on an
important part of their education.
Academic freedom is disappearing.
A major part of college is the free
and open exchange of ideas and
viewpoints. How can this be
achieved if your English instructor
has to watch what reading to assign
or what films to show because she
is afraid of a fine or a jail sentence?
(Perhaps being burned at the cross
would be more appropriate.) The play
Equus caused a stir here over
censorship, but its performance

would not even be thought of at
this law continue to have their way.
UNCG. The right-wing Bible
No one person or group of people
thumpers who sponsored and pushed should be able to tell us what we
this bill through are trying to
can and can't watch or read in the
eliminate sexual crimes, but are
privacy of our own residences. I
eliminating freedom of expression in don't think that the student body of
the process. They want to achieve a
this University wants to read in the
good end, but are using a bad
newspaper about a professor
means.
being jailed and fined because his
These right-wing do-gooders want
human sexuality course was deemed
to spread their Big Brother
too explicit by some repressed
philosophy to other states as well,
lawmaker.
which is what concerns me the most.
The rights of freedom of
Porn busts have been in the news in expression and freedom of the press
the upstate lately, and I'm sure the
are very important and are some of
video dealers in Clemson are
the main social ideas that separate
concerned as to whether or not they
us from the Soviet Union and
might be next. Are gun dealers
totalitarianism. We will have to use
prosecuted if a gun they sell is used
our freedom of speech and right to
in a hold-up? Are auto dealers
vote to prevent censorship, or else
arrested when a car they sell is used these rights will eventually be
in a hit-and-run? The distributors of
threatened also. Censorship is like a
pornographic material only offer it,
disease and once started will
the public has the freedom of choice
ultimately lead to the erosion of
as to whether or not to purchase it.
more precious freedoms. It must be
This concept of freedom will be a
stopped before Big Brother starts
thing of the past if the advocates of
watching us too.

NCAA's purpose not to exploit college athletes
commentary
by Richard B. McKenzie and
E. Thomas Sullivan

Economists have conventionally
argued that the central reason for
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association's existence is to
cartelize college athletics with the
intent of exploiting college athletes.
Although appealing and widelybelieved, especially among promarket economists, such claims are
wrong. They cannot be supported in
theory or case law.
According to conventional
economic wisdom, the NCAA's
restrictions on the recruitment and
payment of college athletes
effectively prevents "the monetary
value generated by fine athletes
from going to the athletes." A
particularly severe hardship is
presumably imposed on low-income
blacks who dominate the two major
income-generating college sports,
football and basketball.
In some quarters, cheating on
NCAA rules, including covert
payments to recruits, is offered as
prima facie evidence of suppressed
athletic wages. The penalties
imposed by the NCAA on violators
are seen as devices the NCAA uses
to control cartel members, ensuring
that the cartel does not break apart
from rampant cheating (or "free
riding").
In other quarters, the observed
cheating suggests that "the rules
require pretending that the players
are not really students, a patent lie

at many institutions" and that
"maintenance of the present system
can only continue to produce
victims, not beneficiaries." Although
outright payments might "dash the
phony romance of 'Amateurism,'"
one commentator adds, "... a bit of
honest corruption would be a drastic
improvement over what we have
now."
The threat of such facile
arguments is that through some
future legislation or court decision
to eliminate presumed labor market
exploitation, the NCAA may lose its
right to impose restrictions on the
recruitment and payment of
athletes. Fortunately, our research
demonstrates that of several reasons
the cartel thesis is not nearly as
sound as its advocates believe.
First, there is serious question
about whether college athletes are
materially "underpaid" in any
absolute or relative sense. While
their explicit "wages" may be
restricted to the value of room,
board, tuition and fees at their
universities, their "expected wage"
(which may be dominated by the
present discounted value of the
public exposure and expected future
earnings) is not meaningfully
restricted.
The wage value of a college
education is often comparable to
wages of minor league and semi-pro
baseball players. In college and
semi-pro leagues, wages are low
partially because the training and
exposure have some economic value.
In addition, many college players
who could turn professional before
exhausting their eligibility often do
not because the additional years of

college play, experience, exposure
explanation for the existence of
and education can add substantially
NCAA restrictions and the
to their expected lifetime earnings.
prevalence of cheating. Simply put,
Second, many pro-market
the NCAA is a voluntary
economist-proponents of the cartel
association of colleges and
thesis would be the last to argue
universities engaged in the joint
that any industry composed of 850
venture of making college sports
diversely situated firms could be
more competitive, interesting and,
effectively cartelized for very long.
therefore, attractive to their fans
They would be the first to maintain
and supporters.
that in the absence of legal barriers
As the Supreme Court
to entry and exit, a labor market
acknowledged in NCAA vs. Board of
cartel will readily crumble as cartel
Regents (1984), games or sports
members seek to exploit the profits
require rules that define the
represented in the suppressed
boundaries of competition and
wages.
permit a certain degree of
The college athletic market is
cooperation. A rule against paying
made up of at least 850 colleges and college athletes is intrinsically no
universities organized into
different than a rule that defines the
conferences (the Big Eight, Big Ten
playing field, prevents players from
and ACC), associations (the NAIA
betting on their games or disallows
and NLCAA), and special interests
the bribing of referees.
(CFA). If athletes were as exploited
As in all joint ventures, cheating
as the proponents of the cartel
(or free riding) can be expected in
theory maintain, these independent
the absence of penalties. Individual
schools should be severely tempted
franchises (for example, McDonald's
to break with the NCAA and set up restaurants) have an incentive to
their own association that would
cheat on their franchise restrictions.
allow for open bidding for athletes.
The same is true of colleges and
Alternately, independent
universities and their inclination to
entrepreneurs should be willing to
cheat on NCAA rules.
organize semi-professional teams
We do not consider franchises to
that would be loosely attached to
be a cartel, and there is no good
colleges and would compete openly
reason to view the NCAA as a
for athletes, forcing the NCAA to
cartel. Both the NCAA and
relinquish its own restrictions.
franchises confront open markets
Third, current law does not bar
- and the threat of potential as well as
the emergence of alternative
actual competition. The elimination
collegiate athletic associations that
of the NCAA's right to set and
might allow open bidding for
enforce rules for its members would
athletes. In addition, contrary to
be as counterproductive as the
what has been claimed, the NCAA
elimination of the franchisors' right
cannot control its members'
to set and enforce restrictions on
academic accreditation.
franchises^
Fourth, there is a valid alternative

Campbell should not have been allowed in First Friday parade
letters
In an article on page 10 of the
Sept. 19 issue of your newspaper, First Friday Parade
Chairman Jay Reel was quoted
as saying, "This year's parade
was the best ever. People from
the University and community
alike have made comments to
that effect to me." I would like
to go on record by saying that I
do not share his or their enthusiasm.
However, the major flaw in
the 1986 First Friday Parade
was the appearance of the
Honorable Carroll Campbell,
candidate for governor, in the

procession. That appearance
showed an enormous breech of
good taste on the part of someone in charge.
Granted, no "Campbell For
Governor" placards were
posted; nevertheless, Campbell
is a candidate for governor, and
his appearance coupled with the
absence of other candidates,
namely Mike Daniel, implies a
University endorsement of the
Campbell campaign. If the intention of his appearance was
to have a congressman in the
parade, why wasn't The Honorable Butler Derrick in the procession? He is, after all, the
representative of this congressional district.

'1 tie fact remains untarnished
that this is an election year and
Campbell is in the midst of a
tight race against Daniel. The
fact remains that the University,
a state-supported institution,
should not even be implying an
endorsement of any candidate
for obvious reasons. (Indeed,
the South Carolina educators
union has publicly endorsed the
Daniel campaign. If the University were to give its nod to a
candidate, it should be supporting Daniel.)
Let the politicians do battle
where they will, bul don't let
them "reign" on MY parade.
Whoever caused this breech of
good taste should realize his or

her error and make the necessary apologies. Hopefully, a
lesson will be learned from this
partisan boo-boo and future
fans of Clemson spirit—not
Clemson politics—won't be subject to such.
David E. Webb

Ticket unfair
I am a commuter student who
drives to campus every day. I
have a commuter sticker on my
car.
Two weeks ago, I drove to
campus and parked my car, as

usual, in commuter lot C-l. As
it turns out, I was on campus
studying hard with a friend until the early hours of the morning.
When I went back to my car,
there was a ticket on it and on
all the other cars in the lot. It
didn't make sense. I am a commuter student parked in the
commuter lot, but I got a
ticket.
Is the University closed to
commuter students at night, or
did the ticket witch_ go crazy
on
an
all-night ticket
rampage?
Brian Kelly
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Females urged to use caution
by Ken Crowder
associate news editor
Following the Sept. 19 reported rape of a freshman female,
students, especially females, are
being urged to exercise caution
when they must walk around
campus after dark.
"We are still, as we have always been, and will continue to
do, encouraging females not to be
out alone after dark," said
Almeda Rogers, director of
housing.
Rogers said housing sponsors
residence hall programs and
awareness programs and will
continue this approach.
"No student should be out

alone after dark," she said.
Rogers' comments were echoed
by the University police department's crime prevention officer,
Thea McCrary. McCrary emphasized several programs the
police department sponsors.
"We have a general rape prevention program, which has a
film and a speaker. We also have
an acquaintance rape program,
also with a film and speaker. Additionally, we have general safety
programs, available on or off
campus. All of these programs
are free and we try to accommodate your schedules. Any
organizations or individuals interested should call the police

department at 2222," she said.
Concerning the reoorted rape,
McCrary said the police are exploring some leads. "Something
might turn up," she said.
McCrary also offered some advice to females who must be out
after dark.
"If you have to be out alone,
give us a call. Tell us where
you're going, what you're wearing, and what time you expect to
be there. If you don't call us back
in a reasonable amount of time,
we'll send someone out to look
for you. We can't provide a taxi
service, or we wouldn't be able to
stop any crimes, but we're really
here to help," she said.

Parents' Weekend begins
by Danny McElmurray
staff writer
The parents of University
freshmen will have the opportunity to visit their children during Parents' Weekend, Oct. 3-4.
Registration will begin Friday

morning. Tours of the campus
will be given at 10 a.m., and
Dr. Reel will deliver a lecture on
"The History of Clemson" at
11 a.m. After lunch, parents are
encouraged to visit Lee Hall,
John C. Calhoun Mansion and

Big Selection
■^^ Huge Showroom
fr&gfr
Groups
Single Pieces
k
Clay & Ceramics
Pots & Decorator
Pieces
^

Putnams

w. N. First street
v\e

**°

Wholesale

STUDIO
1C8 FOR HAIR

Hanover House. At 6 p.m. a reception will be held at the President's house.
Saturday's highlights will include a pre-game barbecue held
on the Alumni lawn, and the
Clemson-Citadel football game.

654-5108
Monday-Friday
10-UNTIL
or by appt.

If you own shares of stock in Your Retirement
Plan in the following companies, this bulletin is
for you:

Colgate-Palmolive
Westinghouse
,

*>

between Jane's Hallmark Shop
and Nick's

TAX
BULLETIN
Duke Power
AT&T
Any Bell Regional Co.
J.P. Stevens

jfc

MONDAY & TUESDAY
SPECIALS
ON PERMS & CUTS

Members
selected
to board
Mayor William D. Workman,
John G. Chapman and Frank
Landgraff, Jr. of Greenville have
joined the University Board of
Visitors and will attend Clemson
for two days of briefings from
university officials Oct. 8-9.
The three are among 15 prominent business, professional and
civic leaders beginning two-year
board terms ending in 1988. The
newcomers join 16 continuing
members whose terms expire
next year.
The theme for the fall meeting
is Clemson's "Second Century"
project, the University's research blueprint for the next century, which focuses on five key
areas: agriculture, textiles,
engineering and basic sciences,
quality of life, and marketing and
management.
Workman, a Citadel graduate,
is senior business development
manager for Daniel International
Corporation and currently serves
as mayor of Greenville.
Chapman is senior vice president of the First Union National
Bank of South Carolina. A graduate of Clemson University and
Louisiana State University, he is
a founding member, past president and director of the S.C.
Automated Clearing House
Association.
Landgraff is president of King
Chris Co. Inc., which owns and
operates nine McDonald's restaurants in Greenville County. He
earned degrees from the University of Pittsburgh and Duquesne
University and serves on the
Greenville Metropolitan Arts
Council
"I look forward to meeting
with them, listening to their
ideas and recommendations, and
discussing Clemson's future as
we plan for our second century of
service. This kind of two-way exchange between the University
and the leadership of the communities we serve is esential in
maintaining Clemson as a vital
force in the state's educational
and economic well-being."
The new board members will
arrive on campus Oct. 8 to attend
an afternoon orientation session.
A reception and dinner for all
.board members will be held that
night where Presdient Lennon
will welcome them.
Greenville area residents
already serving on the board include Donald J. Barhyte, president of Multimedia Inc., and
William P. Thomason, president
of Aid-in-Management, Inc.

882-1740
Seneca

SCN
NCNB
C&S Bank
Phillips Petroleum
First Federal of S.C
NCR

or, if you own a large number of shares in a
company, this bulletin is for you:
Depending on your tax bracket, you might pay LESS tax in 1986
on a large stock or property sale than waiting until 1987 or later. A
FREE workshop will be held on "The New Tax Plan & How It
Affects You" on Tuesday, October 7,1986 from 7:30 - 9:00 p.m. at
the Ramada Inn, Clemson. This workshop is being sponsored by
Tony Turner and Edward D. Jones & Co. member N.Y. Stock
Exchange. Certified Public Accountants will be on hand to
answer any questions and you will be given aFREE "Tax Plan
Survival Kit". Please call 654-5556 to reserve a seat
FIRST COME - FIRST SERVED BASIS

mmmnmimmmrmmmnmwiimm
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Parking Dept. creates commuter spaces
The Parking and Vehicle Registration
department has created 110 new commuter parking spaces behind Lehotsky
Hall.
"We have created spaces on two east
campus streets for use as temporary commuter parking," said Bill Pace, director of
parking and vehicle registration. "The
area is located on a circle created by
Woodbridge and Armstrong roads southwest of Lehotsky Hall.
"We have set angled parking and
posted the area with identifying signs,"
Pace said. "The only thing students
should realize is that it is a one-way circular drive. You enter on Armstrong and
exit on Woodbridge.
"We hope this will ease the commuter
parking situation on east campus," Pace
said.

Farming conference
planned in Sumter
It's no secret that America's family
farmers are living through an economic
crisis as severe as the Great Depression.
Plunging incomes have forced several
hundred thousand families from their
land since 1980, and their departure is

News Digest
unraveling the fabric of a thousand rural
communities. In many areas of the South,
the farm crisis is adding to unemployment in the towns and cities.
The Federation of Southern
Cooperatives/Land Assistance Fund, the
South Carolina State College and Land
Loss Advisory Committee and the
Wateree Community Action Agency invite all interested persons to attend a
regional land loss and land use conference
which will be held at the Black River Electric Cooperative, 1121 North Pike Road
West, in Sumter on Friday, Oct. 24, beginning at 9 a.m.
The keynote speaker will be Dr. Booker
T. Whatley, a well-known retired
Tuskegee University scientist who has
devised a plan which can revolutionize
agriculture in the South, giving farmers
with only 25 acres of land more than
$100,000 gross income a year.
Federal, state and local agencies will explain their programs and answer questions along with Farmers, Financial
Resource, Taxes and Legal Issues and
Educational and Technical Assistance
Panelists.

•
•
•
•

Style Cuts
Body Waves
Highlighting
Curly Perms

Perm & Body Wave Specials
VICTORIA SQUARE
(in Breeze way)

654-2599

Lunch will be provided and this conference which is free of charge is open to
everyone regardless of race, age, color,
sex, religion, handicap, or national origin.

Homecoming
plans finalized
Fairytales, fireworks and one of the fun
niest men in America will highlight the
University's Homecoming celebration
Oct. 17-19.
Veteran entertainer George Burns will
perform in Littlejohn Coliseum Oct. 18 at
8 p.m.
Burns, in his 83rd year in show business, starred in the "Oh, God" films and
"The Sunshine Boys," for which he won
an Academy Award.
Clemson's 29th annual Tigerama, the
official start of the Homecoming weekend, will be held Oct. 17 at 7:30 p.m. in
Memorial Stadium.
Tigerama consists of comical skits performed by students, announcement of the
Homecoming queen and her court, and a
fireworks display.
Tigerama is sponsored by Blue Key
Honor Society and WSBF, Clemson's student radio station;
Clemson alumni Russ Cassell of WFBC

radio in Greenville and Jane Robelot of
WSPA-TV in Sparanburg will be the
emcees.
This year's Tigerama theme is "Fairytale Clemson."
Tickets for Tigerama will be sold at the
stadium gate before the show and will be
available in advance at various locations
throughout the state. The tickets are
$1.50 each. Proceeds go to a scholarship
fund.

Hawaiian nursing
study planned
The department of continuing education in the University's College of Nursing will sponsor a nurse-anesthetist study
tour to Hawaii Oct. 14-21.
The tour will combine 20 hours of
course work with three full days and four
half days of free time in Hawaii.
The cost of the study tour is $685 per
person, which includes airfare, lodging,
and educational materials.
For more information or a reservation
form, contact the College of Nursing's
Continuing Education Department at
656-3078 or write to Continuing Education, Clemson University College of Nursing, Clemson, S.C. 29634-1711.

Tropical Tanning
has moved to a new location!
We are in the Lakeview Plaza,
near Winn-Dixie.

Center

Call 654-7179 for appointment.

Student Special:

Lutherans
say "I'VE BEEN FOUND"
Unlike the bumper sticker of
recent years, Lutherans emphasize
God's search to find us, not
our finding God.

Single visit
Three visits
Five visits

$ 4.00
$10.00
$15.00

Each visit includes 30 minutes on Tanning Bed,
plus 5 minutes on Exclusive Face Tanning System.
We also have the latest Aerobics Apparel by Marikal

God Creates us
Claims us
and Calls us
to be the people of God.
University Lutheran Church
Lutheran Campus Center
Steve Plonk, Pastor
Ron Luckey, Pastor
654-4232
Sloan Street, Downtown

JUDGE KELLER'S STORE
•
•
•
•
•

Duck Head Pants
Woolrich Jackets & Sweaters
Clemson T-Shirts & Sweatshirts
Underwear, socks, & LOTS MORE
Quality Merchandise & Reasonable
Prices
Downtown Clemson
654-6446

&60^sSUNGLASSES
ANDERSON MALL • ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
TELEPHONE (803) 224-3854

654-9243
MONDAY & TUESDAY
NIGHTS-5-9
BUFFET
$3.59
ALL THE PIZZA YOU CAN EAT!
-

COUPON

ONE FREE
MAZZIO'S FREE-FILL CUP
With Purchase of Buffet
Monday & Tuesday 5-9 p.m.
COUPON

$2.50 or $1.50 OFF

SUNCLOUD

Save $2.50 off any large pizza
or $1.50 off any medium pizza.
Offer good on Mazzio's Thin,
Original, or Deep Pan Pizza.
One coupon per pizza. Void
with other promotions.
._l

1908 LAURENS RD. • 288-5905 or 288-5920 • GhEENViuLt, S.C.

Look for Mazzio's bonus coupon in your University directory
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HEAD
Telephone 803-654-4131

TPamela "Brown
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-6
Saturday 9-1

205 College Avenue
Clemson, SC 29631

BIG D'S PIGGY STRUT
SOUL PIT BARBEQUE
CHICKEN RIBS PORK BEEF
Seven Days a Week

654-6514
Practice, practice, practice

11:30-9:00 seven days
306 COLLEGE AVENUE
BEHIND CAMPUS COPY

Brian Kowlelike/photograpner

CALL AHEAD FOR FAST, FAST SERVICE
EAT IN, TAKE OUT, DELIVERY
HOURS:
FRIDAYS UNTIL 3:00 A.M.
SATURDAYS UNTIL 1:30 A.M.

Members of the flag corps practice for this week's Clemson-Citadel football game.

Volunteers walk for hungry
by Matthew DeBord
staff writer
Approximately 300 people
assembled at 1:30 p.m. last Sunday to walk 10 kilometers and
raise money for the hungry.
Organizers of the CROP Walk for
Hunger hope to raise $10,000 for
their efforts and the efforts of the
participants.
Jim Hunter of the Holy Trinity
Episcopal Church said that it will
be several weeks before all the
money is counted. "There were
212 people with registration
stubs, but many more came,"
said Hunter. "250 to 300 participants is a conservative
estimate."
Taking part in the walk was a

vast array of groups. The Girl together through the Churches of
Scouts and Brownies took part, Christ in the U.S.A. Twenty-five
as did representatives from percent of the funds will go to the
several fraternities and sorori- Pickens Co. Emergency Food
ties. Church fellowship groups Pantry, an arm of Pickens Chriswalked, as well as numerous tian Outreach. "If our goal of
representatives from several $10,000 is realized, $2800 will be
religions, including Baptists, coming back to Pickens," said
Episcopalians, Lutherans, Hunter.
The money raised in this effort
Presbyterians, Catholics and
Jews. Three churches from will be used for disaster relief in
Pickens came to town for the Bangladesh, Mexico City, Puerto
walk. They were: Grace United Rico and Colombia, Hunger relief
Methodist, Holy Cross Roman will go to Sudan, Angola,
Ethiopia, Southwest Africa,
Catholic, Pickens Presbyterian.
Seventy-five percent of the Uganda, Zimbabwe, Cambodia,
final funds will go to the Relief, Laos, Vietnam, Lebanon, El
Development, and Refugee Assist- Salvador, Honduras and Guateance Arm of 31 Protestant and mala. The money will go for
Orthodox Communions working medical aid arid food assistance.

Engineering program offered
A unique study-abroad program offered at the University
gives engineering majors the
same cultural enrichment opportunities traditionally limited to
liberal arts students.
Through an agreement with
the University of Bristol in
England, about 25 engineering
majors will have a chance to combine summer courses in
technology with tours and
sightseeing in the land of
Shakespeare.
Civil engineering Professor Bill
Baron, this year's program coor-

dinator, will hold an inforrnation
session Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in
Lowry Hall for all interested
students.
The program was inaugurated
in 1985 and is believed to be the
only study-abroad program
tailored for engineering students
in the United States. While engineering majors often assume
they don't need a strong
humanities background, that attitude can leave them unprepared to work with many industries, says Wayne Bennett,
electrical and commiter engineer-

ing department head.
"Very often the ability to interact with different cultures affects how far up an individual
moves in a company that is
heavily involved in international
business," says Bennett, who
started the study-abroad program here.
Students participating in the
program live in homes of host
families during their stay in
England. After completing the
courses in Bristol, students have
a two-week "free" period for further travel in Europe.

Imported Pipes
Hand-rolled Cigars
Tobacco Bar
Tobacco Club
Chewing Tobacco

Clemson
Gun & Pawn
We Loan Money on
Anything of Value!
We buy TVs, stereos,
microwaves, jewelry,
tools, etc.
#89 Highway 93, Clemson
y10 mile past "Ole" Norm's on left

654-8596

FRIDAY THROUGH SUNDAY
MEN'S TENNIS CLASSIC
HOKE SLOAN TENNIS CENTER

f

CROSS COUNTRY

Want's

CROSS COUNTRY
TIGER INVITATIONAL

Tobacco and Antique Barn
Antiques
and
Collectibles

FOOTBALL

Business Hours: Monday-Saturday 10-5
8 Chestnut Sq. • Cashiers, N.C. • 743-5197

VOLLEYBALL
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USC's yearbook experiences difficulties
by Ken Crowder
associate news editor

College Roundup

The University of South Carolina

"For a time, I was worried that I was
going to have to be editor," he said.

The University of South Carolina has a
problem. It seems that last spring, when
elections were held for their yearbook The
Garnet and Black, nobody wanted to run
for editor-in-chief. That's not all, either.
The editor-in-chief picks his own staff
from applications, and since there was no
editor to make the selections, none were
made.
So, USC started the school year without
a yearbook staff. Their photography
department, did, however, attend important events happening during the
semester, such as football games and
freshman orientations, so they would not
be deleted from the yearbook, once a staff
is established.
Last week, however, an editor was to be
chosen. The result has not yet been announced. But the news of the selection is
particularly satisfying to Bill Clements,
director of USC's student media.

Sex therapist to
educate Kentucky
The University of Kentucky

"We got her for a steal," she said.
UK's Student Senate also supported
Westheimer's lecture wholeheartedly.
Senator Keith Clary said he thought the
idea was a great one.
"Who knows," he said, "some of us
might learn something."

Miami student's
luck changes
Miami-Dade Community College

The University of Kentucky's Student
Government Association recently voted
unanimously to bring the "good sex doctor" Dr. Ruth Westheimer to UK for a lecture in December.
Westheimer, who has written two bestselling novels and is nationally known for
her syndicated radio and television talk
shows, is charging $11,400 for her appearance.
UK SGA President Donna Greenwell
said that Westheimer was a nationally
recognized speaker and that during the
bargaining process her price came down
several thousand dollars.

Roger Eckenroth, a freshman at MiamiDade Community College, has really experienced the ups and downs of college life
in the short time he has been a student.
His mother, planning to surprise Roger
by paying his tuition for the fall semester
at Miami-Dade, had $613 stolen from her
car while she was jogging near Miami
Lakes Junior High School.
"She had to cut corners—turning out
extra lights and living without air conditioning," said Eckenroth, 19. "When I
found out the money was stolen I was
really disgusted because I know how hard

it was for her to save it up," he said.
The Miami Herald wrote an article about
the theft. Reading the article, Clint
Cooper, district dean of students, and
Robert McCabe, Miami-Dade's president,
decided to offer Eckenroth a scholarship.
The scholarship, called the Presidential
Scholarship, is given by McCabe in
special circumstances and covers tuition
for four semesters, with an estimated
worth of about $1,500.
"As far as Miami-Dade is concerned, if
financing his education presented an
obstacle, as it appeared in the paper, then
the scholarship will help him concentrate
and be a more successful student," said
Cooper.
"The scholarship has given me a new
outlook and motivation toward school.
I'm more than willing to do any extra
work to repay the scholarship," he said.
"This is all too good to be true."
College roundup is compiled from exchanged newspapers from colleges and
universities across the country.

Air Force ROTC observes POW/MIA Day
On Sept. 19, Clemson Air
Force ROTC Detachment 770
recognized the Nation POW/
MIA Day with a formal flag raising. This national day of recognition has been named to honor
those Americans who were

prisoners of war during the Vietman conflict as well as the 2,450
men still missing in action.
Also recognized on POW/MIA
Day is the Code of the U.S.
Fighting Force. The Code is a
guideline to all members of the

U.S. Armed Forces. The Code instructs each soldier to resist all
enemies of America in armed
combat, and, if captured, to do
his utmost to escape and to aid
others in escape. When questioned,
a serviceman should give only his

name, rank, Social Security
number, and date of birth. Above
all, he should resist signing in
writing any document which
would be disloyal or harmful to
the United States and its allies.
The "Code of Conduct." as it is

known, has helped many serviceman through the terrors of
Vietnamese imprisonment and
torture. It is recognized that if
the enemy is willing to torture a
man long enough, he will erf
what he wants from him.

Correction
In the Sept. 26 issue of The
Tiger, Student Senate President
Ron Merritt was misquoted as
having said that Barnett would
be having reelection due to an
election appeal. The Barnett appeal was denied.

The B'nai B'rith Hillel
Student Organization
wishes Jewish students, faculty and
staff a healthy and Happy New
Year. The Jewish Holy Days are:
Rosh Hoshanah—Friday evening,
10/3; Saturday, 10/4; and Sunday,
10/5. Yom Kippur will be Sunday
evening, 10/12, and Monday,
10/13. For information concerning
religious services, please contact the
individuals listed below:
For Congregation Beth Israel of
Greenville (Conservative)—
Dr. Richard Golden at 654-3664
For Temple of Israel in Greenville
(Reform)—Dr. Richard Klein at
654-6108
For Temple of Israel in Anderson
(Reform)—Dr. Myles Wallace at
654-6509

The Tiger
needs
writers.
Come to
906
University
Union

Domino's Pizza Delivers® the
tastiest, most nutritious 'course'
on your busy schedule. We make
great custom-made pizza and
deliver—steamy hot—in less than
30 minutes! So take a break from
studying and have a tasty treat.
One call does it all!

654-3082

300 College Avenue.

$1 .00
OFF!

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
Order any 12" or 16" pizza
and receive $1.00 OFF!
Not valid with any other
coupon or offer.
Offer good thru 10/17/86.

Sunday at
8 p.m.

o0

Serving Clemson University
and surrounding area.

Name
Address
Phone

I
I
I
I
t
i
Limited delivery areas.
Drivers carry under $20.
©1986 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
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Campus Bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Interested in a career in OPTOMETRY?
Alpha Epsilon Delta and Delta Sigma Nu
will host a representative from the
University of Alabama at Birmingham
School of OPTOMETRY who will present
a program on OPTOMETRY in Martin
M-203 at 7:30 p.m. on Monday, Oct. 6.
Call Ken Wagner (3835) for information.
Everyone is welcome.

The Clemson University Snow Ski Club
is again running a Steamboat, Colorado
Ski Trip, Dec. 14-21 that is open to the
public. If you haven't already, please contact Jason Abbot, 882-2447 between 7-11
p.m. before the Oct. 15 meeting at 6 p.m.
in Smith Dorm Lounge.
The Biochemistry Club will meet Tuesday, Oct. 7, at 7 p.m. in Room 132 Long
Hall. Refreshments will be served.

The Foothills Church of Christ cordially
invites you to be its guest at a worship
service on Sunday, Oct. 5. The service will
be held at 10 a.m. at the Clemson House.
At 1 p.m. a buffet luncheon outing will be
held at the BASF recreation grounds in
Central. Any questions, please call
654-6235 or 224-4726.

Prepharmacy and Prephysical Therapy
majors: There will be a meeting for
sophomores on Wednesday, Oct. 8, at
7 p.m., in the Jordan Room to discuss applications and interviews for professional
school.

NEEDED: Drivers for the airport shuttle service, Friday, Oct. 31, and Tuesday,
Nov. 4. Sign up at the information desk
for interviews to be held Wednesday, Oct. 8
and Thursday, Oct. 9. Must have valid
driver's license, prefer experienced passenger van drivers.

CROSS-STITCHERS! Full line of
Clemson and Greek charts for your stitching pleasure. For informative order blank,
send 22-cent stamp, name, and address to:
In-Stitches, Rt. 3, Box 226, Central, SC
29630.

Every Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. the
Clemson Track and Trail Club has its
weekly trail run. We start promptly at
6:30 p.m. at the Red Caboose in the Horticultural Gardens on Perimeter Road. We
run on dirt or cinder trails for lengths of
6.2 miles, 4.3 miles, and 2.5 miles. The
trails are marked and very scenic. Come
and run or jog with us.
IEEE meeting Tuesday, Oct. 7, 7 p.m.
in the Clemson Room, Clemson House.
The speaker is from Texas Instruments
Inc. and the subject of the talk will be
terrain-following radar. Pizza and beer
will be served. All interested are welcome
to attend.

CLASSIFIEDS

Piano lessons for the serious student.
Telephone Anderson 224-7508.

Fish-Hope we'll never be anything
Sam—I'd love to help you study Statics
"less." Have a great life and remember— (if you'll explain what it is first!)—The
A Clemson Tiger is thinking of you.
Girl Next Door.
Branson, Cheer up, O.K.? I'm here if
you need me! Bo

For Tiger and Dogwoman: So glad you
came down to visit; as you can teU by this
ad, I must be "someone important" to get
your names in the paper. Hope you have a
wonderful visit while you're here and a
safe trip home. See you on Hall-O-Ween.
Your loving college daughter, Suzanne.

Charleston Girl, Glad you came to the
massacre (the earlier the better)! The
lake's great but Clemson's better. Love
ya! The Mad Scientist.
Frances, Leave the lunatic at home next
time! Ellen, go for the man in the 3-piece
suit, and I didn't spill that drink. Cristal,
I have incriminating photos! LL, Sorry
about my attitude last Thursday. I had a
great time anyway. Hope to see you soon.
AC

T-Monster, Where have you been
hiding? Gone into hibernation? Just a
friendly reminder, you owe me one. P.S.
By the way, is there any possible way to
move that Jan. 10 date up? Anxiously
awaiting your reply . . .

GGF, You must have mistaken us for
someone who gives a crap! MFA

Snuggles, I wish the time would have
been right for us. Every moment with you
was very special to me. Charlie.

Jungle Love Bead Goddesses—When
are you coming back to the jungle pad?
Molly is dead ... Sue's feet are perfect...
Chocolate grasshoppers are good . . . The
building is on fire and so are your ears ...
Oscar

Hey Nerd! Go after that hunk-a-hunk of
burnin' love in Lever! Hyper-woman.
v
Happy 18th Beth! You're legal! Love,
Linda.

David, Thank you for the rose, the
jersey, the sweatshirt, and most of all, for
being you. Miss ya! Kim. P.S. Give
Bumper a hug from me!

Wanted: Good, dependable waitresses,
cooks, and delivery drivers to work parttime at the Clemson Pizza Hut Restaurant. Apply in person Monday-Sunday,
2-4 p.m. Ask for John.

Mr. and Mrs. Grice, Welcome to Tigertown! Hope you have a great weekend.
Love, Hugh.
Miss G.S.—Grab one of those "Mann"
boys—ran, no walk after them!

Susan, Happy 20th (Sorry, it's a day
late). Thanks for all the information—I
hope I can be of some help in matters of
similar concern! ARM

FOUND: Black watch outside of Fike
Recreation Center. 654-8756.

Grayson! Walk, girl, Walk!
Ace and Nick: Sorry I have been kind-of
slack about corresponding—school and
life, in general, has gotten me down—but
I'm still alive. However, I can't seem to
find the right person for Dec. 30. Leash.
P.S. Any suggestions?

Blaire Bear—Have a great birthday!
Hope this year is a special one for you,
we're going to try our hardest to make it
one of your most memorable! We love
you, Suzanne, Betty, Alicia, Nancy,
Angie, Kris, and Susan:

PERSONALS
Debbie, Once upon a time in a town far
away, there was football, dinner, dancing
. . . What two days could have been
longer! J.P.

TIGER VIDEtfr
TOP 40 HITS IN THE NATION

GO TIGERS

MOVIES 95$ PER DAY
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE
VCR's $5 OVERNIGHT
RENT SAT. to MON. for 95<P
HIGHWAY 93,
ACROSS FROM SKY CITY
PHONE 654-6862
HOURS 12-9 EXCEPT SUNDAY 3-9

SUBS: TURKEY - HOAGIE - VERSUVIAN STEAK — ITALIAN
co
z

oo
<

NEW "TIGER TERRITORY" FOR SALE

>

o

m

ALL-SEMESTER SUPER SAVERS
m
m
co
m

12 NOON TO 12 MIDNIGHT
BUY ONE 10" PIZZA.OU,C«O,CE

z
<

GET 2nd 10" PIZZA SAME VALUE YOUR CHOICE

Q

<
Z
<
o

O
I

EVERY MONDAY IS DOLLAR DAY

(JWn-gSg

*FOR1 DOLLAR
DINE IN- FAST,

FREE, HOT DELIVERY-TAKE OUT

%1?

cry

*TUESDAY'S SUB SPECTACULAR
BUY ONE FOOTLONG SUB-YOUR CHOICE'
GET 2nd SUB—SAME VALUE

>

Vi PRICE!
A GREAT
LOCATION
ADJOINING
CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY
2-, 3-, 4-BEDROOM DESIGNER VILLAS
FROM $72,500 to $150,000
Only
2 miles
from
Death

Valley
Stadium

m
m

DIAL 654-6990

CO

FOR THOSE WHO THINK BIG!
THURSDAY IS LG. 16" PIZZA
WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS
PLUS 3 ICE-COLD COKES

PARTY WEEKEND SPECIAL
20" PARTY PIZZA WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE
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A
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PAUL SCOTT NEWTON —Licensed and bonded
General Contractor
ELISABETH W. NEWTON —Designer
GOLDEN WOODS PLAZA—CLEMSON
654-4339 or 654-4344 or 654-1302

MEDIUM 14" PIZZA

PLUS 2 ICE-COLD
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Features
'Fightin' Tiger' finishes high in rankings
by Hugh Gray
associate editor

Shawn Burke

Darla Koreselman/photographer

Shawn Burke of the University's Army ROTC Fightin'
Tiger battalion finished summer
camp and ranked 13th of the
3,800 cadets who attended. This
is one of the highest finishes for a
University cadet in 10 years.
While being cadet commander
of the battalion, Shawn is also
social chairman of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity and pulls a 3.5
GPR in economics. He has his
own unorthodox style of keeping
his grades up with all his other
activities.
"If at all possible, I try to skip
classes," Shawn said. "By doing
that, I have to study a lot harder
before tests, but when I skip, I
have a chance to do some other
work."
Shawn realizes, though, that
the thinner you spread yourself,
the easier it is for you to pop.
"My highest priorities go to
myself. I always find time to go
swimming, to watch television or
to listen to music," Shawn said.
"It seems as though most people
forget themselves when they get
involved in too many activities. I
try not to let that happen. What
is the sense of doing everything
if you don't have time to sit back
and reflect on what you've

done?"
One thing Shawn can reflect on
is how he took advantage of the
opportunities afforded him by
ROTC. "ROTC has kept me in
school. It has given me a great
opportunity to learn personal
management," he said.
Shawn feels that the acceptance of ROTC has increased on
campus along with the increase
in national pride. "More people
look at a military career with
added respect than in years
past," he said. "Movies like Top
Gun show the trend."
Shawn is looking to be a "top
gun" himself, in a way. He's hoping to get branched as an aviator
on a 4- to 6-year active duty tour.
"This would be a good chance to
see the world that I wouldn't get
in the civilian life," he said. "I'd
love to be stationed near the
ocean because I love to surf.
Hawaii would be perfect!"
This love for the water isn't
new to Shawn. It was supplemented during his high school
days in Lawrenceville, N.J., by
his swim coach and idol, Paul
Rudzitus.
"He broke his neck in a car accident and was required to wear a
'halo' for several months,"
Shawn explains. "He didn't stop
coaching even then and, now, has
rebuilt all his abilities."

Shawn uses a quote from
Rudzitus as a "quote for life."
"Confidence in the future,
without confidence in the past, is
false confidence, a dream that
cannot come true."
Shawn has also developed a
few beliefs on life of his own. "I
believe that everything you do
adds to your personality. You
don't learn from just going to
class. You learn from experiencing every aspect of college—its
people, its style. These things
shape a person more drastically
than a single diploma."
One of these other aspects is
his girlfriend, of sorts. She's a
half chocolate lab and half
Chesapeake Bay retriever.
"My puppy Puga is probably
the most important single part of
my life," he says. "She requires
affection constantly, or she'll eat
everything in the house."
Shawn's advice to ROTC
cadets could be taken well by
anyone. "Meet as many people as
you can and take advantage of
the situations you are cast into.
Be smart in the simplest tasks.
Common sense can get you great
things."
As Col. James Griffin, professor of military science at the
University, said, "Shawn
epitomizes the army slogan—'be
all you can be.'"

Definition of love now a debatable topic
It starts with L
And ends with E
And in between
Are O and V.

CHATTERBOX

Kim Norton

Love. What is it?
For some it is a many splendored thing;
for others, it is a battlefield (or so Pat
Benatar says).
"Webster's Dictionary" defines love as a
"deep and tender feeling or attachment to
a person or persons." That may be one
form of love, but I don't think that definition fits all situations.
But what is love? Love seems to be one
of those things that you think you know
what it is until it slaps you in the face, and
then you're not quite sure what hit you.
The idea of romantic love goes way
back. This kind of emotion is the stuff
poems and drippy love songs are just full
of. Has this kind of love been taken over
by the physical kind of expression of love
seen so often on television and in magazine ads? I hope not.
Call me a hopeless romantic, but I
dream of the day when a guy serenades
me from under a balcony. Or being whisked

PARTIAL SOLAR
[ST

CONTACT

1:0% fn

ECLIPSE

Features Editor
away in a horse-drawn carriage to parts
unknown for a romantic dinner for two. I
haven't seen too many horse-drawn carriages on the streets of Clemson, but I
don't believe that real romance has died. I
think it's still out there—somewhere.
Television seems to have had the most
dramatic impact on society's view of love.
The idea of love has been replaced by lust
on soap operas and other programs. What
happened?
I've been told that in the "old days" of
television, actors and actresses were not
allowed to be on a bed together unless
each of them had one foot on the floor.
Most couples on TV then didn't even
sleep together—they had twin beds.
Today, nothing is sacred on TV. If a
television set is tuned to a soap opera
more than likely there will be several

3:18 PM

LAJT CONTACT

3:5.1 PM

f :i(. PM

Partial eclipse visible today
by Debbie Rosenthal
staff writer
If you're a stargazer, science buff or
merely want a peek at Saturn's rings,
there's a lot in store for you this weekend.
A partial solar eclipse will be visible in
Clemson from 2 to 4:30 p.m. today. The
height of the eclipse, when 51 percent of
the sun's face will darken, is set to occur
at approximately 3:18 p.m., according to
Dixon Lomax, president of the Clemson
Area Amateur Astronomers.
The group will sponsor a viewing of the
eclipse in front of Kinard Hall begin-

Mommy's nightstand? If Mommy can
read stuff like that and watch it on TV,
then it must be OK.
Love has not changed. There are still
those shows, like "Moonlighting," where
the male-female team are not hopping in
the sack. The characters have a genuine
concern for one another and their relationship is based on friendship. Isn't that how
love often starts—by first being friends
and having the relationship grow into
more?
That's not to say that all friends will fall
in love with each other. Nor do all good relationships start out as friendships. But
the divorce rate is constantly increasing
and I just can't help but wonder why. Is
the idea of caring and sharing being replaced by "live for the moment—regardless of consequences?"
I hope not.
Maybe dreams of horse-drawn carriages
and serenades are unrealistic. Maybe love
will go out of style like wide lapels and
bell-bottom jeans. Maybe old-fashioned
ideas of love and romance are gone
forever.
But, maybe not.

Volunteers always needed

FRIPAY, OCTOBER 3, H8&

MAXIMUM

V.H-3 PM

romantic encounters involving two people
during the course of the show. No one is
married—everyone either lives together,
or just sleeps together. But that's what
sells. Producers wouldn't keep putting
things like that on the air if the audience
wasn't eating it up.
I'm not saying that soap operas are
bad. During the summer, I alternated my
daily lunch hour time so that I could keep
up with my soaps. Mondays were tuna
fish and "The Young and the Restless,"
Tuesdays consisted of soup and "All My
Children," Wednesdays were made for
spaghetti and "General Hospital," and on
like that the rest of the week. I'm as
guilty as anyone of boosting the ratings
of these shows. I still don't know how it
has all come to this.
Some children of today view love and
sex as being synonymous. They pick up
their ideas from TV and other parts of
their environment. What are they to believe when Mommy sits them down and
explains "the birds and the bees" to them
and says sex is a no-no, and then they go
into Mommy and Daddy's bedroom and
they find "Sweet Savage Love" on

ning at 2 p.m. Soft image projection
lenses will be set up so that the sun can be
viewed directly, without danger to the
eyes. Photos of the eclipse can be taken,
says Lomax, using an ordinary camera
and the special lens. (The next partial
solar eclipse won't be seen in Clemson for
another five years, says Lomax, and the
next total solar eclipse won't be visible
here until the year 2017.)
The group will also host a planetviewing tonight and Saturday night from
7:30 until midnight at the Y-Barn.
Telescopes will be set up, and all events
are free and open to the public.

by Betty Baines
Associate Professor
College of Nursing
This is the age of communication, the
age of technology, but it is also the time
for volunteerism.
Volunteerism is people helping people
by providing a service for the benefit of
others without pay. Americans have a
long and proud history of freely giving of
their time, talent and services. With
federal budget cutbacks and limited
resources, there probably will be an even
greater need for volunteer services.
Any person who is willing to make a
time commitment and is interested in being of service to others has what it takes
to be a volunteer. College students, housewives and retirees historically have been
valuable sources for volunteer agencies.
Recently corporate America has
become more involved in volunteerism,
and employees of major companies are encouraged to serve as unpaid volunteers in
their communities. It has been estimated
that approximately 20 percent of
Americans are involved in volunteer agencies. Among retirees and older Americans
the percentage is even higher.

Living Well
How and where does a person volunteer? The requirements for being a
volunteer are few. Just match your time
and talent to a community need.
You could tutor children in an elementary school, assist residents in nursing homes, work in hospitals and
hospices, or help with local church projects. You could also volunteer at senior
centers, the Salvation Army, the YMCA,
in the library or crisis center; join the arts
council or theater; clean up the environment; and encourage outdoor activities in
parks and playgrounds. The list is endless
and there are ample opportunities for
everyone.
There are many reasons for volunteering. It makes a person feel good, it can
compensate for losses in one's life, and the
involvement decreases loneliness.
It helps others who may be less fortunate or who have had less opportunity.
Because you don't have to do it, the person you are helping knows you really care.
For more information on volunteerism,
contact the Strom Thurmond Institute.
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61

3-Bedroom Townhouse
FOR SALE or RENT
1,200 sq. ft. • energy efficient
PRICE REDUCED!
654-4339 or 654-4344

MFMJ!
Donny Mace/photographer

Spike!

"The Link Between Students and Alumni"
The Student Alumni Council and the Alumni
Association want to thank all the students, faculty,
staff, and townspeople who came out to our second
Welcome Back Festival. We especially want to thank
all the local merchants. Profits will be donated to
scholarships from the Alumni Association.
The Student Alumni Council along with the
Alumni Association ask you to support these
merchants who were so instrumental in making the
second Welcome Back Festival a BIG SUCCESS!

Some Calhoun Courts residents participate in a game of volleyball.

Graduate program still growing
by Cindy Morris
staff writer
More than 2,000 students seen
on campus daily are graduate
students. Every state is represented, and more than 20 foreign
countries are represented in the
University's graduate program.
According to Dean Schwartz,
vice provost of the University
and dean of the graduate program, the program was one of the
three major changes that occurred in 1955. That year the
mandatory military affiliation
was done away with, females
were enrolled, and the graduate
program
was
initiated.
The University has 60 masters
programs and 30 Ph.D. programs. The masters program is
the largest group with 1,800 students enrolled. Dean Schwartz
said, "We are still emerging and
growing. We hope to increase our
enrollment to 5,000 in the next
five years. We also hope the
Research Investment Act will
help us with this."
The Research Investment Act
is a proposal for Clemson, USC,

and MUSC to combine state and
local or private funds to increase
the specialization of programs at
each school.
Dean Schwartz said the professional masters programs are designed to study the advanced
concepts to become experts in
the professional practice. One
may enter to "become a better
architect." The traditional Ph.D.
program promotes research.
Here, students "pursue the creation of new knowledge."
The graduate engineering program is the largest with 419
students enrolled. The electrical engineering is the largest
engineering subdivision with
more than 100 students enrolled.
The masters of science is the
next largest with 381 student?
This consists of compute
science, math science, and other
programs. Many school teachers
teach during the day and attend
graduate education classes at
night. Many of these teachers
earn their masters degree over a
period of four to five years.
The commerce and industry
division has 283 students, with

the **#
tiger WP

sports shop

Largest supplier of the
finest Clemson clothing
and gifts available!

. H^^-*:^:::^

148 of these attending courses offered on the Furman University
campus.
Julie Eggert, currently working for her masters of science in
nursing, said, "I find teaching
the most difficult, yet most exciting job I've ever had. Helping
students understand concepts
and then be able to apply them to
patients in a clinical setting
motivates me to 'turn them on'
to nursing . . . and hopefully
make them committed to our
profession."
Rick Conte, an undergraduate
in the engineering department
who is taking graduate level
courses in marketing, is very
positive about the graduate program. "I'm taking graduate
marketing classes while I'm still
an undergrad in engineering so
that when I graduate, I'll be
more marketable," he said. "Supplementing business courses into
my engineering curriculum is
also helping me become more
well-rounded."
For more information about
the graduate program, go to
E106 Martin Hall.
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WELCOME BACK!
Welcome Back Festival Participants
Street Corner Cafe
R.J.'s
Pete Jr.'s
Western Sizzlin'

Nick's

Pantry
Chanelo's
Golden Corral
Naturally Gourmet
Kentucky Fried Chicken
Domino's
Subway
Pizza Pub
Shoney's
TCBY
Coke of Anderson
Budweiser of Anderson
Just B-B-Q
Mazzio's
Columbo's
Merle Norman Cosmetics
Greenleaf Flowers

Duke Power
Messenger
Stage Door Movie Store
Haircutters
Head of Time
Judge Keller's
Knickerbocker's
Heirlooms & Comfort
Open Book
Tiger Rags
M. H. Frank
Town of Clemson
Trends for Hair
Sound Trax
City Police
WFBC
WCCP
WSBF
Bell's Jeweler
Clemson Vision Center
Clemson Variety & Frame
Lester's

"Not 4all students know
alnuit Hewlett-Packard
calculators yet. ^ *

Now, with HP's best-ever prices and HP's powerful,
built-in functions, there's no need to burn the midnight oil.
Burning the midnight oil may be necessary. Burning the 2:00 or 3:00 or
4:00 AM oil is absurd. Especially when an HP calculator can get the answers
you want—in time to get a good night's sleep.
For instance, our HP-15C Professional Scientific Calculator has more
built-in advanced math and statistical power than any other calculator.
Our HP-41 Advanced Scientific Calculators have even more potential.
There's even a special plug-in software package (we call
it the Advantage Module) that's designed to handle
HEWLETT
the specific problems an engineering student has to solve
PACKARD
in his, or her, course work.
No wonder professionals in engineering and the
physical sciences widely regard HP calculators as the
best you can get.
So check one out. Then, when your mother
calls to ask if you're getting enough sleep,
you won't have to lie.

Also visit

THE
jfe
ATHLETIC Wr
DEPARTMENT

RUSSELL.
ATHLETIC

On U.S. 123!

SALES/SERVICE/LEASING

5C MACHINES, INC

121 BROADUS AVL. • P.O. BOX 5106 • GREENVILLL.'sOLTH CAROLINA 29608

110 College

• Clemson, SC • 803-654-1719

L

Greenville

Spartanburg

Anderson

233-1629

591-0093

225-6191
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Entertainment
Diamond Dave shines on 'Eat'em and Smile'
by Terry E. Manning
staff writer
Van Halen purists say that the
group doesn't need David Lee
Roth and they're right, of course.
After all, the band's named for
Eddie Van Halen, and his legendary fretwork undoubtedly puts
him at the top of the list ot rock's
guitarists.
And there's Alex Van Halen.
Even though on the group's
earlier albums he never really
stood out, from "1984" on into
"5150," he's been carving a cult
following for himself as a premier
rock drummer. Let's not forget
Michael Anthony. He's as cool a
sideman as you'll find on bass. So
does Van Halen need Roth, The
Diamond Man himself? No. And
he doesn't need them, either.
This is proven solidly on his first
full-length solo work, "Eat 'Em
And Smile."
On his debut EP, "Crazy From
The Heat," David Lee Roth
showed a remarkable bit of range
for a rock vocalist. The listening
public is quite familiar with the
hit singles "Just A Gigolo" and
"California Girls." Overlooked
due to the fanfare surrounding
these songs were "Easy Street"
and "Coconut Grove." From the

Album Review
jazzy grind of "Easy Street" to
the wistful haunting of "Coconut
Grove," Roth added even more
character to his distinctive voice.
The songs on this EP weren't
rock, though, and upon his split
with Van Halen, his fans didn't
have much as a base for their
hopes for his success as a rock
vocalist. Roth responds to their
concerns with this album.
The hit single "Yankee Rose"
is the opener, and is a definitive
declaration that all is well in
Dave's Wide World of Rock and
Roll. Who else but Roth would
write a rock song for the Statue
of Liberty? It seems like a
dangerous goal since this type of
song could so easily slip into the
realm of mockery, but it doesn't.
His delivery is so endearing that
you can't help but feel a renewal
of your own patriotism. And you
can't help but laugh when he
growls about wanting to "get a
little piece of apple pie."
"Shyboy" and "I'm Easy"
deal with the extremes of the
male relationship to women.
Quite obviously, the first is

about a timid fellow yearning for
an aggressive woman to get him
out into the real world. The latter
is the quintessential anthem for
any swaggering ladies' man.
"Ladies' Nite In Buffalo?" is
too cool, with a bass that's about

as hot as you find in a rock song.
It's a slow cooker that's perfect
for the type of night it's about:
hot, restless, and dedicated to
cruising for female companionship.
"Goin' Crazy" closes Side One

with a kicking encouragement to
cutting loose and living it up. At
the job site or anywhere. Roth
says it's all just one step from being a big party. Side One is
David Lee Roth, the stud-rock
showman, in full glory.
"I was born/In a trunk/Mama
died/And Daddy got drunk."
This is how "Tobacco Road"
opens Side Two. The lyrical somberness typifies the mood in the
songs that follow. "Big Trouble"
deals with the problems that
arise when people yield to thenbaser instincts. Even "Bump and
Grind" can't get very far above
equating cheap thrills with many
of life's situations. "That's Life,"
Roth's remake of the oldtime
classic, ends the album as Dave
seems to just shrug his shoulders
and accept that setbacks and
hardship are a part of progression. It's a surprisingly effective,
upbeat song with a horn section
that would make any big band
proud.
Check this one out if you're a
rock fan or if you're an old Van
Halen fan interested in the prodigal son. Take a good look,
though, because based on this
album, he's far from coming
back.

'Gospel at Colonus' brings power to stage
It's not every day one gets to see a
Broadway-style musical. When I saw
"The Gospel at Colonus" this past Sunday, it just wasn't one of those days.
"The Gospel at Colonus" is based upon
the Oedipus myth. To give you a rather
sketchy overview, Oedipus unknowingly
kills his father, marries his mother and
fathers children by her.
The trials and tribulations that plagued
Oedipus after all the above mentioned has
occurred is the framework for "The
Gospel at Colonus."
Some members of the cast are virtual
legends in the aspect of gospel music.
Clarence Fountain and the Five Blind
Boys of Alabama, The Original Soul Stirrers both have made lasting contributions
to gospel music.
The musical itself was something all

ALL THE WAY
VOGUE

Ernest Gibbs
Entertainment
^ Editor
together different. The strength and
power found in gospel music was delivered throughout the entire performance.
In the beginning, I was simply awestruck. The soulfulness of the Soul Stirrers along with their seemingly perfect
harmonies created an aura of historical
revelation.
The entire musical revealed much more
than the Oedipus legend. It inadvertently
revealed the legend of gospel music, a

legend that will seemingly never die.
Gospel music has its roots back in the
southern cotton fields on plantations of
the slavery period. Protesting through
song was the strongest (and safest) way of
demonstrating during this time. Slaves
sang as they worked, singing of their pain
and misery.
This pain and misery was evident in
"Gospel at Colonus." You can imagine
the pain felt by Oedipus when he learned
of his horrid deeds. The cast of singers
brought out this pain through their vocal
delivery.
The fulsome and vibrant solos, the intricate harmonies and somber stage presence of all the performers made for a
vigorously emotional show. You could
really feel the pain of Oedipus. ...

I wish that more of you, the students,
were able to witness such an event. Like I
said earlier, it's not everyday you get to
see a show like "The Gospel at Colonus,"
especially when you're from the boondocks like I am. The best way to describe
the whole musical is simply powerful. I
don't want to forget the significance of
the (musically) historical aspect of the
performance. The Soul Stirrers was the
group that gave birth to the immortal
Sam Cooke. Awesome, my friends, simply
awesome.
I would really like to see a Broadway
show brought to the University. Maybe
we should start a drive to get one. I would
like for everyone to enjoy the experience
of seeing a "Gospel at Colonus." It's an
experience of a lifetime.

Gnatcave review

'Crocodile Dundee' impressive

Brian Arldt/senior staff photographer

Startin' up
Andrew and the Upstarts entertained in Edgar's last
Thursday and Friday night.

Regional Notes . . .
Tfckets foTSeorge Burns Homecoming Show on Oct. 18 are on
salellthe Jin box" office and all Union outlet. Ticket prices,«
$14.25 for the floor; $12.25 for the upper tier; $9.25 for the lower tier.
Clemson Little Theatre
Winter"
The Clemson Little Theatre will present The Lion in Winter
Oct 2-4 10 11 at 8 p.m. and Oct. 5 at 2:30 p.m. at the Clemson LitSe Theatre Tickets a're $5 for adults -d^H^e Wht oTtSe
purchased at Lynch's Drug Store and at the door the night of the
show.

This is the first edition of "Reviews from the Gnatcave." My
faithful companion and fellow
movie critic, Skeeter and I
reviewed the movie "Crocodile
Dundee." I personally enjoyed
the movie; it was very humorous
and highly entertaining.
Paul Hogan, the actor who portrays Michael J. "Crocodile"
Dundee, does a very good job of
acting the role as a tough, backwoods trail guide in Australia,
along with the wide-eyed, naive,
this-is-my-first-time-in-a-big-city vi
tim of culture shock in New York
City. The only semi-upsetting
part of the film was its predictability.
It's almost as if the film is a
collection of old film clips redone
with the same actors playing in
all the scenes. The film's major
characters were good enough,
however, to make the scenes
comical, if not surprising.
Another low note was the supporting characters. They were as
two dimensional as a sheet of
paper. Especially, the greasy little pimp who likes to block
Dundee's punches with his face.
The ending was as to be expected: Corny. But all told the
movie was very good and the
reason more good things aren't
said about it is because I don't
have that much space. Until next

Movie Review
time movie fans, this is Gnatman
signing off from the Gnatcave.
Remember: same gnat time . . .
(you know the rest).
Before you put down the paper,
I want to get a few words in. Yes,
this is Skeeter Compadre of
Gnatman and as he stated
earlier, we did review the movie
"Crocodile Dundee." However, I
see a little differently than his
Gnatiness. I agree it was a highly
entertaining and humorous flick.
Paul Hogan was excellent as
Dundee and his female co-star,
whose name eludes me as of now,
was a perfect offset to Hogan's
backwoods guide character. And
as Gnatman said, it was a bit
predictable. However, this added
sowewhat to the excitement.
Heck, everyone knows something strange is going to happen
when Dundee steps into this
brave, new world of New York.
The fun is guessing how he is going to handle himself.
Gnatman was also correct
about the supporting chartacters
being two-dimensional and
stereotypic. But I am going to
have to swing the other way and
say this was helpful. When you
go to a big city, what type of peo-

ple do you expect to see? Pimps
in jeans? Taxi drivers with ties?
Heck no!
What I expect to see is the
over-dressed, greasy pimp in his
gaudy Cadillac and a sweaty cabbie in a tank top and a painter's
cap. These are the types of people
Dundee meets and it's interesting watching him handle these
stereotypes.
The only downer of the movie
for me was the ending. Everyone
in the theatre knew Dundee was
going to get the girl, but couldn't
it have been more dramatic or
more humorous or more, well,
something! The movie ended
with a sudden halt.
And now for the rating.
Gnatman and I thought long and
hard on an appropriate ratings
system that the students could
appreciate and we've got one: the
six pack, with one being worst
and six being best.
Gnatman gave it 4V* beers, citing its predictability and flat
characters as take-aways while I
gave it 5 beers, seeing that it was
a good movie, with a disappointing ending. Our final tally: 4.75
beers, a pretty good buzz on an
empty stomach.
So, until our next review, this
is Gnatman and Skeeter saying
so long from the Gnatcave.
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ART EXHIBIT
IF YOU ALREADY HAVEN'T . . .
STOP BY THE UNION ART GALLERY TODAY.
EXHIBIT: AN EYE FOR AN I?
A SAMPLING OF NOT-SO-ESOTERIC ART.
Works by C.U. Grad. Art Students thru Oct. 10.

SHORT COURSES
Oct. 11Rock Climbing and Rappelling,
Session #1, $35 per session. Sign up at
the Information Desk today, or ask for
more information by calling 656-2461.

CHARLESTON BALLET
Oct. 8-PERFORMING ARTIST SERIES:
The Chamber Ballet has been
cancelled to be replaced by
"The Charleston Ballet."
Further information at a later date.

*8J*

*? COLLEGE BOWL
COLLEGE BOWL INTRAMURAL GAMES
Oct. 2, 9, 16, 23, 30, Nov. 6, 13.
From 6:30-10 p.m. in Senate Chambers.
Swiss paired set of matches between
preselected teams. Best four players will be
selected for regional competition.

TRAVEL/OUTI

REC

Oct. 5—Whitewater on the Ocoee River—Outdoor Rec
will be sponsoring this exciting event with 3V2 hours of
rafting on the Ocoee River in Class III and IV rafting.
Sign up at the Information Desk in the University Union.
Oct. 11—Football Road Trip to Charlottesville, Virginia.
$25 includes ticket.
Oktoberfest at Helen, Georgia, on Oct. 11. Only $12
includes transportation and dining at the Hofbrauhaus
Restaurant overlooking the Chattahoochee River.
9:30 a.m.-10 p.m. Sign up before Oct. 6.
Disney World Trip-Oct. 31-Nov. 4. $250 includes
transportation, three-day pass, accommodations.
Washington, D.C., Trip—Nov. 1-4, only $160, includes
airfare and three nights' deluxe accommodations at
Hotel Washington.

George Burns Show

UNION MOVIES

Saturday, Oct. 18
Littlejohn Coliseum
8 p.m.
Get Your Tickets Now!

s&r

Oct. 1—Paris, Texas, Y-Theatre at
7 p.m., $2
Oct. 2-4-F/X, Y-Theatre, 7 and
9:15 p.m., $1.50
Oct. 5-FREE FLICK: Splash,
^
Y-Theatre, 7 and 9:15 p.m., Free
with University I.D., Public $1
Oct. 6-Goldflnger, Y-Theatre,
8 p.m., $1
Oct. 8-Kagemusha Y-Theatre,
7:30 p.m., $2
Oct. 9-11—Out of Africa,
Y-Theatre, 7 and 9:45 p.m., $1.50.
Winner of this year's Oscar
sweepstakes, this sumptuous epic
film chronicles the adventurous,
romantic life of Danish writer Isak
Dinesen, who tries to conquer the
wilds of Africa and win the
affection of a philosophical
hunter.

Want to see the show for free?
Come by and ask us about being an usher!
CELLAR DOOR CONCERT, IN ASSOCIATION
WITH CLEMSON UNIVERSITY UNION PRESENTS

DAVID LEE ROTH
WITH SPECIAL GUEST
CINDERELLA

SATURDAY
OCTOBER 25, 1986
8:00 P.M.
LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM
ALL SEATS RESERVED.
TICKETS GO ON SALE
FRIDAY, OCT. 3
*15.25
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
JOBS KCOIO AND TAPES. GHEENV1UE
HOilZON PECOPDS m 1. GtEENVKLf.
HORIZON RECORDS «7. GREENVILLE
J B LEE FOR MUSK". ANDERSON
THE JEAN SHOT. HITON
MUSIC MAKEI. LASLFf

DWTrS WESTERN SHOP, SENECA
SOUND TUX. C1CMSON
SEARS «OF«lKH » CO.. SPARTANBURG
LR^RVERSTTT UNION tox Off ICE; Man EH.
13 NoarvS P.M. EXCEPT 1 il DAY Of SALES
GATE » I STADIUM 10 A M 5 P.M
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Sports
Ball control

Tigers roll over outmanned Yellow Jackets
by Tommy TrammeU
sports editor
Atlanta
Keep-away is a favorite childhood pastime in backyards
everywhere. The rules are simple:
if you have the ball, you can't
lose.
Tiger head coach Danny Ford
and his team played the game to
perfection Saturday afternoon as
the Tigers mixed ball-control
with big-play offense to manhandle the Yellow Jackets from
Georgia Tech 27-3 in front of
some 46,000 fans on Grant Field
in Atlanta.
The Tigers, behind the spirited
performances of fullbacks Tracy
Johnson and Chris Lancaster,
controlled the football for 41
minutes of the contest, allowing
the Yellow Jackets only 51 plays
from scrimmage in 19 minutes of
possession on the afternoon.
Johnson rushed for 81 yards and
two touchdowns on the day,
while his running mate,
Lancaster, gained 37 yards and
scored the first touchdown of his
career in the fourth quarter.
"Our people did a good job of
keeping their offense on the
bench in the first half," Ford
said. "Michael Dean [Perry] only
got six or seven snaps in the first
half while alternating. We didn't
get very many snaps which we
like."
With Saturday's win over the
Jackets, the Tigers hope to have
seen an end to the inconsistent
play that marked their opening
loss to Virginia Tech and emotional win over Georgia.
"We were able to level off today and play more consistent
football," said Terrence Flagler,
who rushed eight times for 77
yards in the game. "The first
game (Virginia Tech) we played

up and down, while the second
game (Georgia) we were playing
on emotion. Today we came in
and relaxed and just played
sound football; we proved to
ourselves the type football team
we could have."
Tiger fans hadn't even settled
into their seats before Terrance
Roulhac took the opening kickoff and raced 81 yards down the
right sideline before being forced
out of bounds at the nine yard
line.
"We tried to kick one man out
to give myself or Steve Griffin an
opportunity to break a long one,"
said Roulhac, who rolled up 120
yards on two kickoff returns.
"Everything worked well and I
had the chance to break it.'"
Going against a cardinal rule of
returning, Roulhac took a gamble in bringing the kick out from
deep in the end zone. "I didn't
know I was that deep," Roulhac
said. "They always tell us when
we're deep like that don't come
out. At the time the adrenaline
was flowing and I just wanted to
Tiger linebacker Henry Carter drags down a Tech runner
try making something happen."
tory
in Atlanta.
Five plays later Tracy Johnson
Tigers
again enjoyed good field a first down until early in the sedove over from the one to give
the Tigers a 7-0 lead with 12:43 position on their 38 yard line. cond quarter. It was on that
left in the first quarter. From that point they drove 62 drive that Tech would obtain its
Johnson's touchdown was the yards in 13 plays, with Johnson only points of the afternoon on a
first of three by Tiger fullbacks again diving over the top for a David Bell 27-yard field goal
on the afternoon as Ford went touchdown to pad the lead 14-0 with 5:28 left in the half.
But the Tigers answered Bell's
with a game plan very similar to with 2:11 remaining in the first
field
goal with a David Treadwell
quarter.
the one used the week before
Rodney Williams commended boot of 24 yards with just 22
against Georgia.
"We basically fan the same the defense for setting up many seconds left in the half.
game plan as last week, of the Tigers' scoring oppor- Treadwell's kick was set up by
establishing the fullbacks up the tunities in the game. "Our Roulhac's second dazzling kick
return; this one went for 39 yards
middle to set up the tailbacks on defense gave us the ball in great
to
the 50.
position
all
day
long,"
Williams
the outside," said quarterback
On
the Tigers' second possessaid.
"We
had
to
turn
around
and
Rodney Williams, who completed
sion
of
the second half, Treadwell
get
points
for
them;
we
were
able
9-16 for 95 yards and ran the opconverted
on his second kick of
to
do
that
several
times
today."
tion without a turnover. "The ofThe Jackets, now 1-1-1, man- the day, this one from 29 yards
fensive line was opening great
holes along with giving me some aged just 97 yards rushing out to give the Tigers a comforagainst a fast-improving Tiger table 20-3 lead with 5:05 remaingreat protection in the pocket."
defense
which didn t allow Tech ing in the third quarter.
Following a Tech punt, the

Treadwell's kick capped a
59-yard drive which featured
fullback Tracy Johnson racing
for 32 yards up the middle down
to the Tech 15 yard line.
Defense was the star of the second half, as the Tigers twice
thwarted Tech drives into Tiger
territory and held Tech without a
touchdown on the afternoon.
"We just wanted to shut them
down and give the offense a,
chance with the ball," said
Terrence Mack, defensive bandit
end. "Roulhac came up with the
big play and got things rolling.
When things are going right like
that, you're going to be tough to
be. Even if you make a mistake,
you still have that motivation to
carry you on to the next play."

Special players key win

Men host
tourney
by Eric Keller
assistant sports editor

Bryan Fortune/senior staff Dhotoaiapher

in Saturday's 27-3 Tiger vic-

A
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* Tommy Trammel I
Sports Editor
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This weekend the men's tennis team
will open its season as it hosts the Clemson Fall Classic.
The event will be an individual flighted
event with three different divisions. There
will be an A, a B, and an open division.
The tournament will include participants from 14 different teams. They
include Purdue, Minnesota, Kentucky,
Georgia Tech, South Carolina, Furman
and Ole Miss. Twelve Clemson players
will compete.
"The tournament is an individual single
elimination. It isn't a dual match tournament since the men don't start team play
until January," said Head Coach Chuck
KrissG
Kriese's squad finished ranked fifth last
year. However, only four members return
and at the moment two are suffering from
injuries.
Brian Page is just beginning to practice
again after being sidelined with tendinitis
in his foot. Graig Boynton is being
hampered by a sore shoulder. Neither will
participate in the weekend festivities.
Kent "Golden Thunder" Kinnear will
lead Clemson's entries in the "A J^S™.
Kinnear finished last season ranked in the
top 50 for collegiate players.
Other participants in the top flight wiU
include Furman's Ned Caswell. Caswell
earned All-American status last year at
the NCAA Tournament in Athens.
"Our guys aren't competing in fixed
positions " stressed Kriese "None of the
spots on our team are nailed down yet.

Chuck Kriese
Everyone is fighting for survival. The fall
tournament play of each individual will
count towards 40 percent of the pecking
order."
So far this year Kriese has highlighted
fitness in his program for the squad.
"Everyone is going through a strenuous
training program," said Kriese. "Our
ultimate goal is to have everyone run the
mile in under five minutes. In fact, no
one will get a uniform until they run the
mile in under five."
Kriese cited Keith Loop for setting a
new tennis team record in the mile with
a time of four minutes and 53
seconds.
Kriese also noted that this year the
Tigers will have no superstars. Last year
Clemson lost Jay Berger and Richard
Matuszewski who have both gone pro.
The event starts today at 10 a.m., and
will continue Saturday at 8 a.m. The
semifinals for all three divisions will begin
on Sunday at 9 a.m., with the finals
scheduled to take place 1 p.m.

Scott Enzor, James Coley, Geoff
Cinerio, Rusty Charpia, Richard Smith,
David Spry—several names probably not
likely to make any "who's who in college
football" rosters this season, but
"special" players none the less in Tiger
head coach Danny Ford's eyes.
Ford came to Tuesday's press conference packing along a braggin' list of
such players from last Saturday's conference victory over Georgia Tech—a victory which saw the Tigers excel in every
facet of the game.
While Ford was quick to point out the
accomplishments of many of his name
players, he reserved this day for his
"special people," those players who toil in
utter obscurity on the specialty teams on
Saturday afternoons.
"We won Saturday because of the play
of our special people on special teams,"
Ford said. "We even promised them to
get their picture in the paper if they did
well."
"You'll (talking to the press) have to
find some of our pictures that you don't
even have because they played, and they
played good. They were talking about
being on television and having their names
called and all; they were having a good
time playing the game."
And what fun it was as the Tiger special
teams came up with diving saves, punishing blocks, and bone-crunching tacklesall to the delight of Ford and some 12,000
fans who journeyed to the big city to see the
Tigers play.
Picture or not, the special teams did
give the Tigers just the boost they needed

Saturday in Atlanta, and they didn't
waste any time in making their presence
felt.
Before many fans had a chance to grab
a seat, the kickoff return team, headed by
Coley and Enzor, had opened a gaping
hole for Terrence Roulhac to race down
the sidelines to the Tech nine yard line.
"On the first return Coley knocked one
flat on the ground," Ford said with a grin.
"For the last three weeks he has gotten
what we call our "head hunter" award for
putting people on their backs."
"On the second one Enzor blocked one
into two others and knocked all three of
them down," Ford said. "If you can block
three with only one man you don't need
me to tell you that you're gonna have a
good return."
Next on Ford's list of specialties was the
kickoff team. "After watching the film,
seeing people like Richard Smith go in
there and bust the wedge to make the
tackle . . . Perry Williams and people like
Cinierio and Charpia go down there and
keep them backed up . . .they allowed us
to play good defensively today," Ford
said.
While on the subject of kicking, Ford
took time to mention the punting unit.
Bill Spiers, seemingly settling into his
new-found life as the Tigers' starting
punter, averaged 41 yards per punt and
was successful on two coffin-corner kicks
inside the 10 yard line.
Not unlike the kickoff coverage, the
punt coverage drew praise from the top.
"Our punt team, with Spiers, Coley, and
Spry did a great job keeping the ball out
of the end zone several times," Ford said.
"Six times they (Tech) had the ball inside
their 20 yard line to start possession."
Not a bad performance for a bunch of
fellows that you've probably never heard
of. Now you know them . . and so do
the Jackets.
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Ex-Tiger coach
invades Valley

FORT HILL
BEAUTY SALON
Let us cut it right today and show you
how to make it look tomorrow.
Regular Perm $40
on sale Monday and Tuesday $30
Call 654-2031

by Tommy Hood
staff writer

The last time Clemson and The Citadel got
together in 1978, Clemson routed the Bulldogs by
the score of 58-3 due largely to the receiving of then
senior Jerry Butler and then freshman Perry Tuttle
who were coached by receivers coach Tom Moore.
Butler caught five passes from Steve Fuller as the
Tigers went on to an 11-1 record that season.
Tom Moore is once again in Death Valley as
Clemson takes on The Citadel tomorrow. However,
Moore is in a somewhat different position this
meeting as he is now in his fourth year as head coach
of The Citadel.
Moore became head coach at his alma mater
after serving as receivers coach at Clemson in the
late '70s under Charley Pell and Danny Ford.
Moore may encounter a rude homecoming on
Saturday as he takes his 2-2 Bulldogs against an
ever-improving Clemson squad. The Tigers will be
looking for a spot in the top 20 with an impressive
victory over the Bulldogs, who are trying to regroup after a disappointing performance against
Appalachian State.
The Citadel was off to its best start ever under
Moore as they took a 2-1 mark against Appalachian
State last Saturday. However, the Mountaineers
forced the Bulldogs into three turnovers and came
away with a 33-10 victory over The Citadel. The
Bulldogs had not fumbled at all in its first three
games.
"We just didn't play well as a football team last
Saturday," Moore said. "There are days when you
collectively play well and days when you don't.
That's what happened Saturday, but that's behind
us now."
Moore will depend on the arm of Kip Allen to do
much of the work against the Tigers as their running game has netted only 78 yards per game so far
this season. The senior signal-caller has completed
51 percent of his passes for 1,705 yards this year. He
is on the verge of breaking every passing record in
Citadel history.
However, Allen will be without his top receiver,
junior Eric Reddish. Reddish injured his ankle in
the Presbyterian game and will not be back this
season. Reddish had 13 receptions in his first two
games before being sidelined.
Running back Warren McGrier and tight end
Dayle Rust will be trying to make up for the loss of
Reddish. McGrier has 14 receptions and Rust has

Low Air Fares
Book Now!

SMALL WORLD TRAVEL
654-6125
Tim Crawford/head photographer

Defensive end James Earle wraps up a
Tech runner last Saturday in Atlanta.
nine this season.
The Citadel will face its biggest task on defense,
trying to control the Clemson ground game. After
allowing an average of 294.8 yards rushing per
game in their first four games, the Bulldogs take on
a Tiger unit that ran at will against Georgia Tech
last week. The Bulldogs are giving up an average of
448 yards per game overall.
Tackle Scott Thompson leads the defense with 70
stops this season. He is an All-Southern Conference
selection and an honorable mention AP AllAmerican.
The kicking game for the Dogs is one of the best
in the nation on the 1-AA level. Greg Davis handles
both the punting and the place-kicking. He is
averaging 43.3 yards a punt and has kicked five
field goals this year.
Davis will get many chances to show his punting expertise tomorrow if the Tigers maintain the
level of play they established last week at Georgia
Tech. "We will have to have a superior effort, have a
flawless performance on both offense and defense,
get some lucky breaks and have Clemson play a subpar game to win on Saturday," Moore said.
With the Tigers coming off of a better road trip
than General Sherman had through Georgia, Tom
Moore may find the same type of reception tomorrow that he helped give The Citadel in 1978 when he.
was a coach for the Tigers.

FAMILY HAIRCUTTERS
WALK-INS
WELCOME

iiSLA 1 OO^
123 BYPASS
\9^t*m±y\jA ROGERS PLAZA
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
PRICES GOOD WITH COUPONS ONLY!

Precision Cuts
(includes shampoo & style)

$795 & up

EXPIRES
10-18-86

(includes cut & style)

& up

EXPIRES
10-18-86

'24 95

& Up

Next to
W endv's

iimer
A SHOPPE OF FINE FOODS
109 COLLEGE AVE.»CLEMSON, S.C. 29631*803-654-2795

A SHOPPE OF FINE FOODS
109 COLLEGE AVE. • CLEMSON, S.C. 29631 • 803-654-2795
9 a.m. until 6 p.m.

10% DISCOUNT
offer expires 10/11/86
Cafe
Nuts & Dried Fruit
Protein Powders
Bulk Items
Whole Grains

Goats' Milk
Imported Cheese
Local Honey
Herbs & Vitamins

A GREAT PARTY
DEPENDS ON
WHO YOU INVITE

EXPIRES
10-18-86

Relaxers
(includes cut & style)

'22 00

& up

EXPIRES
10-18-86

They're climbing faster than many students can
handle without the right kind of financial help.
If you're a medical student, the Air Force may
have the best answer for you. We offer an excellent scholarship program that can ease the financial strain of medical or osteopathy school and
allow you to concentrate on your studies. Participation is based on competitive selection. Let
the Air Force make an investment in your professional future.
For more information contact: MoQt. DlQQS

iwnr^.

Up the hill
from Knickerbocker's

(includes cut & style)

SCHOLARSHIPS FOR
MEDICAL AND SENIOR
PRE-MED
STUDENTS
Medical school costs are rising every day.

/^W^ -^

654-8440

Two
Locations

Bodywaves & Perms

Cosmopolitan Curl [

39 95

Fall Break
Thanksgiving
Christmas

404 / 722-3536
A great way of life

IF YOU'RE HAVING A PARTY THIS WEEK, WHY
NOT ADD PIZZA HUT TO YOUR GUEST LIST! AT YOUR
PLACE OR OURS, WITH THE COUPON BELOW,
WE COULD BE YOUR MOST WELCOME GUEST. SO,
NO MATTER WHAT YOUR CAUSE FOR CELEBRATION
WE'D LOVE TO MAKE YOUR PARTY A BIG SUCCESS '
CALL OR COME BY SOON.
$230 OFF ANY LARGE PIZZA
1.50 OFF ANY MEDIUM PIZZA
.50 OFF ANY SMALL PIZZA
Valid for Dine in, Cany Ouf, or Delivery
Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per party per
order at participating Pizza Hut* Restaurants. Offer good only on
regular prices. Expires
1/20 cent cash redemption value, c 1986 Pizza Hut. Inc. Limited Delivery Area.

Dine in/Take out
654-8692
Expires October 17, 1986.

FOR DELIVERY

CALL 654-8646

d
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'Triple V attack spells trouble for Tiger opposition
by Annabelle Vaughan
staff writer
Atlanta
As in many well-played football games,
there was no one hero in Clemson's 27-3
win over Georgia Tech Saturday. The offense, defense, and special teams all
played outstanding games to lead the
Tigers to victory over their first conference rival.
But although no one name stood out
above the rest, there were three names
that played important roles in Saturday's
victory: Terrance (as in Roulhac), Terrence
(as in Flagler), and Terence (as in Mack).
Terrance, Terrence, and Terence have
litte in common beside their first names.
They play very different positions and
have different outlooks on playing football. While all three turned in outstanding
individual performances Saturday they
were all quick to credit Clemson's defeat
of Georgia Tech to one thing: teamwork.
The emotional level for Saturday's
game wasn't quite as high as the week
before in Athens. But this wasn't evident
as the fans watched Terrance Roulhac
take the field.
While he waited for the opening kickoff,
Roulhac was hard at work, jumping and
waving his arms, trying to get the orangeclad fans on their feet and cheering. If his
cheerleading antics didn't work, what
happened next certainly did.
Roulhac received the ball three or four
yards deep in this own endzone. He found
a hole and blasted his way up the field to
the Goergia Tech 19. This 81-yard return
was the longest in his career.
"There was great blocking up field,"
Roulac said. "They blew everybody out
and there was nothing but turf all the
way." The offense went on to score, putting the Tigers ahead, 7-0.
In the second quarter, Roulac had
another big return. After Tech scored
their only points of the game, they kicked
off to the Tigers again. Roulhac returned
the ball 39 yards before being dragged
down by the Georgia Tech kicker, giving
the offense excellent field position once
again.
Going into Saturday's game, Clemson
had gone 802 consecutive kickoff returns
without a score. But that doesn't bother
Roulhac. "It makes me want one even
more," he said. "It also makes it more
fun."
Fun is what it's all about, according to
Terrance Roulhac. "When I'm out there
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Terrence Flagler
on the field, I have a good time," he said.
"Whether I'm blocking, catching, or acting crazy, it's all part of my game. When
the fans get excited, I get excited. It gets
my adrenaline flowing."
Roulhac feels that Saturday's victory
was a result of working together. "Teamwork is the most vital part of a ball
game," he said. "Everybody is beginning
to take pride in what they do. We're working together and trying to be a unit. If we
can keep doing that, we'll win and we'll
win big."
Terrance Roulhac hasn't been in the
endzone yet this season, but is isn't
worrying him. "I just want to win," he
said. "I want to do everything I can for
this football team to be successful. If it
means making a block for someone else to
score or scoring myself, it doesn't matter,
as long as the team wins."
The second Terrence, tailback Terrence
Flagler, was the leading rusher for the
Tiger against Georgia Tech with 40 yards.
This hard-earned yardage on key plays
helped pace the confident Clemson offense.
Flagler's emergence as a receiver has
added versatility to Clemson's play selection this season. The Tigers expected
Georgia Tech to use a variety of defenses
and they were prepared for it.
"We worked hard last week on recognizing Tech's defensive schemes," Flagler
said. "We use a limited amount of plays
and we mixed them up. If »« » simnlp
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Terence Mack
game plan but it worked."
Flagler credits the offense's success to
many things, but most importantly, the
quarterback and the offensive line. "The
quarterback is an extension of the coach,"
he said. "His performance paces the team.
But the offensive line is the key to the
football game. They're young, but they
did their job. We were seldom faced with
third and long situations."
Flagler says he feels the Clemson Tigers
have a good chance to win the ACC Championship if they continue to work hard as
a team. "We can't allow ourselves to get
complacent," he said. "We have to continue to work hard every week, no matter
who our next opponent is."
Flagler started Saturday's game after a
mild ankle injury sidelined Kenny
Flowers. He realizes that he probably
won't be starting every week once
Flowers is healthy.
"Kenny and I have very different running styles," Flagler said. "He relies on
his speed and power, while I have a more
shifty running style. Whoever plays has
to do their best and make the most of opportunities so that the team will win."
The Clemson defense also relied heavily
on a Terence Saturday: Terence Mack.
Mack had two tackles from his bandit
position against the Jackets and feels he
played a good game.
The number of tackles he gets aren't the
most important factor of a ballgame for_
Mack. "Sometimes teams aren't going to

Terrance Roulhac
run plays in your direction," he said.
"You can play your technique and grade
out a winner, but that doesn't necessarily
mean you'll be in on many tackles."
Mack expected Georgia Tech's offense
to be a little tougher than they were, but
he feels the Clemson defense improved
dramatically this week. After giving up a
total of 48 points in their first two contests, they held the Georgia Tech offense
to a single field goal.
"The main reason our defense, as well
as our whole team, has improved, is that
we've stopped finger-pointing," Mack
said. "We used to blame things on either
the offense or the defense or on an individual player but not anymore. That's
no scapegoat. Whatever happens to the
defense, happens to everybody."
Mack says he isn't affected by the level
of emotion going into a game. "I'm not an
emotional player in the least," he said. "A
team needs some players to really get the
crowd revved up, but I'm not one of them.
I just go out and do my job and come
back and chill out on the bench until it's
time for me to go in again."
Terence Mack agrees with Terrance
Roulhac and Terrence Flagler that the
key to Clemson's win over Georgia Tech
was teamwork. "We can talk a good game
all we want," Mack said, "and if the other
team heard us, they might be scared. But
talk is cheap. If we want to back up our
talk, we've got to play together as a team.
That's how wp. heat Georgia Tech."

WOLFF SUN CENTER
ii

OFFERS

* * OCTOBER SPECIAL * *
Unlimited visits
only $45.00
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AND SUCH

UNIVERSITY SQUARE MALL SYSTEM
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"™^V
The Most Trusted Name
in Tanning

THE
MOVIE .
HOUSE
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COLUMBO'S PIZZA AND SUBS

WOLFF ®

CLEMSON, S.C.
654-1766

R PIZZA

I

UICTORIR SQURRE
OOUMTOUM CLEMSOH
ACROSS FROM THE

%r,cE 654-7844

MOVIES
INCLUDING TOP 40 HITS IN THE NATION

99C -EA. MOVIE^ OVER 1600
$C V(

Overnight

OPEN
MON.-THURS. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
FRI.-SAT. 10 a.m.-10 p.m.
SUNDAYS 1-8 p.m.

OURS ARE BIGGER!
654-1103
To receive credit you must tell phone person
you are using a coupon
Not valid with other specials
Large
3-topping
& 2-liter Coke
or Diet Coke
(Thick crust
may be
substituted for
a topping)
Only $9.90 +ux
Expires Dec. 31, 1986

FREE

Two 16-oz.

50C

Cokes FREE

off any
small
Pizza

16-oz. Coke
with any
Footlong
Sandwich

with purchase
of any medium
Pizza

Expires Dec. 31, 1986

Expires Dec. 31, 1986

Clip an d Save

Expires Dec. 31,
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Dear Students,
These are your senators for the 1986-87 session. Several seats still remain open. If you want to serve m one
of these seats, please contact me at 2195. These senators are here to represent you and to help solve your
problems. If they're not, I want to hear about it!

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT

TIP
OF
THE
WEEK
Free legal aid is available to all students who
need it concerning matters
outside the University. For
information on how you
can qualify for two free
30-minute sessions with a
local attorney, call the Student Government Office at
2195.

OFFICERS
President Pro TemporeRobert Franklin
Secretary-Clerk Mildred Alice West
AGRICULTURAL
SCIENCES (1)
Brian Smith
ARCHITECTURE (1)
Chris Rice
EDUCATION (3)
Sharon Pough
Teresa Leopard
Paul Theos
ENGINEERING (8)
Stefan Kruer
Jack Ford
Andrew Fookes
Ross McRoy
Sandy Covington
Kelly Taube
John Thomas
Phillip Arisman
COMMERCE &
INDUSTRY (6)
Ed Pennebaker
Lee Julian
Andy Reud
Terri Timbes
Steven Thompson
James Teague
LIBERAL ARTS (2)
Leanne Dawn Black
William McGill
NURSING (1)

CALHOUN COURTS (4)
Ellen Parsons
Donna Earles
Gary Massey
Eric Nelson
THORNHILL VILLAGE
(2)
Daniel Adams

FOREST &
RECREATION
RESOURCES (2)

JOHNSTONE A (2)
Tracey Smart
Sophia Nikolakaros
JOHNSTONE B (1)
Doug Hyatt
JOHNSTONE C (1)
Danny Walters
JOHNSTONE D (2)
Tom Willingham
Scott Lamar
JOHNSTONE E (2)
Steve Poole
Eric Legloahec
JOHNSTONE F (2)
James Hikene
James Ward
DONALDSON (1)
William Mclntosh
BOWEN (1)
Christopher Whitlock
BRADLEY (1)
William Bowen
WANNAMAKER (1)

CLEMSON HOUSE (2)

BARNETT (1)
Ruth Sojourner
GEER (1)
Cathy Rogers
SANDERS (1)
Shawn Smith
LEVER (2)
Jeff Holt
Vincent Marshel
BYRNES (3)
Janice Garrison
Robin Seabrook
Mary Laroche
MAULDIN (1)
Ray Williams
BENET (1)
SMITH (1)

NORRIS/YMCA (2)
Steve Chapman
Stuart Flanagan

YOUNG (1)
Kelly Gray Brown

COPE (1)
Margaret McLeod

MANNING (2)
Ruth Anne Glasgow
Lisa Robinette

SCIENCES (3)
Joel A. Howie

Thanks,
Ron Merritt
President, Student Senate
P.S. Senate meets on Monday nights at 7 in the Senate Chambers. All are welcome to attend.

THE JUDICIAL BRANCH:
Keeping law and order on campus
The Judicial Branch of the Student
Government has "the power to determine
the general and specific intent of the Acts
of the Student Senate," as quoted from
the Student Handbook. There are four
divisions within the Judicial Branch: the
Supreme Court, the Trial Court, the Student Traffic Review Board, and a group of
legal advisors. Each division plays a different part in the enforcement of the student regulations. The individual courts
submit their recommendations in disciplinary matters to the vice president of student affairs for approval The duties of
I the sections are as follows:
The Supreme Court presides over cases
which involve the Constitution of Clemson
University Student Body, the constitutionality of senate actions, the Acts of the
Student Senate (those not involving constitutional issues). The court also has appellate jurisdiction over appeals from the
| Trial Court.
The Trial Court and the Student Traffic
I Review Board handle cases involving the
violation of the student regulations, mostly
theft, alcohol and property abuses,
threats to fire safety, and visitation
regulations. The Student Traffic Review
Board hears cases for traffic violations
alone. Each court researches cases beforehand and usually rules an innocent verdict
to one-fourth to one-half of all cases heard.

The legal advisors offer assistance and
defend the accused when asked to do so.
They are assigned to cases by the chief
legal advisor. Before beginning practice,
each legal advisor takes an oath to follow
a set code of ethics supporting the Constitution.
Since the members of the Judicial
Branch must meet regularly every week,
Attorney General Peggy Boyd says they
are, "The most active part of Student
Government." Although the judgeships
are filled by election or appointment during the spring semester, positions of legal
advisor are always available. Contact
Peggy Boyd or the Student Government
office if interested.

J,

Miss Homecoming
Pagean-r
Monday, Oct. 13—7 p.m.
TILLMAN AUDITORIUM
directed by *.
USA JOHNSON
Sponsored by'.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

BRIEFLY
• The deadline for entries in the Homecoming Pageant is 5 p.m. Wednes
day, Oct. 8. There is a mandatory meeting of participants on Thursday,
Oct. 9, at 8 p.m. in the Smith Lounge.
• EXPO '86 was a success from the standpoint of the students who participated as well as the companies, whose average turnout was 100
students each.
• This year's Student Senate Retreat will be held at Camp Pinnacle, N.C.,
on Oct. 10-12.
• Student Government's Junior Staff will be selling tiger paw boxer shorts
at the Citadel game for $5 a pair.
• After hearing input from the student body, the Athletic Department has
decided to provide the lining of intramural fields for no charge.

Paid for by the Clemson University Athletic Department and the Alumni Association
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Discipline

Lancaster's way of life
by Tommy Trammell
sports editor
Atlanta
Discipline is the very backbone
of the military life, a life devoted
to a work ethic that commands
strong minds, strong bodies, and
an inner sense of pride in oneself.
Tiger fullback Chris Lancaster
knows about a life of discipline
having spent six of his young
years in military school in
Georgia—a life that has molded
him into a confident, as well as
successful, individual on and off
the gridiron.
The confidence came naturally,
but the success has been earned
through hard work and devotion
to his one love—football. That
success was personified Saturday afternoon in Atlanta as the
burly sophomore plowed over a
lone Yellow Jacket defender to
score his first collegiate touchdown for-the Tigers.
"I saw that I had just one guy
to beat, and I said to myself,
'one-on-one, I can get it in,'"
Lancaster said. "I just put my
head down and gave it everything I had to get my body into
the end zone."
While the first taste of the endzone had Lancaster on cloud
nine, he was quick to remember
the people who had gotten him
there.

The Tiger
will hold

"A lot was going through my
mind as I crossed the goal line...
it was my first touchdown, but
more importantly my mom and
dad were there to see it,"
Lancaster said. "That made all
the difference in the world.
"I was really excited, not only
for myself, but also for the offensive line who gave me a hole to
run through, and for the team as
a whole since my touchdown
secured our lead in the game."
Lancaster admittedly would
much rather be bulling over
defensive backs for touchdowns,
but he realizes his greatest contribution to the Tigers lies in the
trenches, getting down and dirty
running, and more importantly
blocking, in the middle.
"Blocking is very important to
me and Tracy (Tracy Johnson,
starting fullback)," Lancaster
said. "That's what a good fullback's for. When you have good
tailbacks you're supposed to
have good fullbacks; we help
them out and they help us out."
When Lancaster isn't churning
over defensive backs or plowing
huge holes for Tiger tailbacks he
can be found standing, not pacing
on the sidelines full of energy
waiting to be released. Lancaster
plays the game with a certain intensity that excites both fans
and his fellow teammates, but he
shies awav from being labeled a

Tim Crawford/head photographer
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Tiger fullback Chris Lancaster made his presence felt both on the sidelines and on
the field Saturday against the Jackets.
leader.
"I like to lead by examples a
little hard work and discipline,"
Lancaster said, "that's where my
background comes in. I knew today in order for us to win and
keep our lead, we needed to come
out and just buckle up.
"We couldn't loosen up any. I
figured if I go into the game with
the right attitude, they will too."
Whereas his stint in military
school has had a lasting affect on
his inner attitude and ideals,
Lancaster's outward appearance
lends a sure signal that there's a
lot of military left in the man.
Since coming to Clemson
Lancaster has worn his red hair
in a military crew-cut, and has
recently eone to the designer

look, sporting a Tiger paw on the
back of his shaven head.
Lancaster feels the new look
gives him a sense of morale, and
has other members of the team
looking to emulate the latest
"Chris-cut."
"It's just something I carried
on with me from military
school," Lancaster said. The cut
gives me a little moral and helps
me to pick up my spirit.
"A couple of the other guys expressed an interest, so I cut their
hair like mine. I had someone cut
my hair, but I did the paw
myself."
The discipline that led
Lancaster to such a radical hair
style has also carried over to his
lwrfnrmi»w»Q nn the fnothall field.

"Discipline carries over a lot on
the field," Lancaster said. "The
yes sir, no sir, the coaches like
that. It's just basically about
life; you always have to work for
someone . . . football is like a
job."
But Lancaster is able to readily
distinguish between a job and a
game.
"I know I'm here for an education and that's one thing I really
want to get here. When I get free
time, I take time to relax, play a
little golf, drive the car around. I
just enjoy the college life like
every other student would."
"You just have to be able to
know that when its time to work,
you gotta work, and when its
time to play, you gotta play."

First Baptist Church
of Clemson
f=*

elections
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—
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managing
editor
Wednesday
Oct. 8 at
8 p.m.
Come to
906
University
Union.
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LOVES Students
SUNDAY'S SCHEDULE:
9:30 a.m. College Continental
Breakfast & Fellowship
9:45 a.m. Bible Study
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship
6:30 p.m. Vespers

WEDNESDAY'S SCHEDULE:
5:30 - 6:15 p.m.
Fellowship Supper
(reservations required
— cost to students $1)
6:30 p.m.
Prayer Service

NEED A RIDE?
The church van will pick up students at 9:15 at the bank tellers at Johnstone and
at 9:30 at the rock at Schilleter.
ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss
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Booters fall to Duke, Furman
by Patrick Turner
staff writer
The adage "You don't know
what you've got until it's gone"
is more than just a saying for the
Clemson soccer team this week.
It is harsh reality set to the tune
of two losses in as many games,
as both Duke and Furman scored
upset victories over Clemson.
What is gone for the Tigers is
the trio made up of defender Bernard Gray, and midfilders Bruce
Murray and Dick Landgren. These
players are out due to injuries
suffered in the George Mason Invitational Tournament last week.
Meanwhile the team is suffering
from their absence.
The absence of these players
was evidenced in no uncertain
terms Sunday when the host
Duke Blue Devils beat Clemson
5-2. For Duke the win was a major stepping stone toward the
ACC title, while the loss for
Clemson was a major setback in
their quest for their second
straight ACC crown.
Duke jumped to an early 2-0
lead in the game. James Rootes
scored on Alfie Zarlengo's second
assist in as many games to close
the lead to 2-1 midway through
the first half. Duke wasted no
time answering the score, however, as they scored twice within
the next five minutes to take a
4-1 halftime lead.
Gary Conner opened the scoring for Clemson in the second
half when he put an Eric Eichmann assist into the net early in
the half. Duke scored late in the
half to give the Devils a 5-2 win.
Duke's five goals were the most
goals scored against a Clemson
team in a single game since the
Blue Devils beat them 5-0 in
1970.
Records for goals scored
against Clemson continued to be
set Wednesday as the Tigers
took on Furman in Greenville. In
the past 19 years, the Paladins

PIZZA PUB
302 SENECA ROAD

654-3000
Tim Crawford/head photographer

Paul Corrolo's shot is saved by Furman's goalie in
Wednesday's 3-1 Tiger loss.

had never scored more than one
goal in a single game against
Clemson, and they had scored
only five goals in all. Furman
nearly equaled that total
Wednesday by handing the
Tigers a 3-1 loss.
Furman scored two first-half
goals on breakaways to take a
2-0 advantage into halftime. The
Paladins scored a third goal midway through the second half to
take a 3-0 advantage. Dave Fortner sent an Eichmann assist into
the net late in the game to foil a
Furman shutout.
Coach I. M. Ibrahim believes
that the absence of the injured
players had a strong impact on
his team's performance this
week.
"It is very difficult to play well
with three of our five best players injured," said Ibrahim. "In
Gray, Landgren, and Murray, we
lost two All-ACC players and one
All-American. Now all we have is
Eichmann and Conner up front,
and we cannot build the team
around them alone."
Although none of the injured
trio of Tigers is a major scorer,
with just two goals between the
three of them, each of them is an
important fixture in the Clemson

lineup.
The team lost two games without the injured players, but
Ibrahim says Clemson may have
lost even more than that.
"We lost a little of our tradition this week. Duke discovered
our weaknesses, and soon they
were no longer in awe of the
Clemson tradition. The same
thing happened with Furman.
We also will probably drop out of
the ISSA poll next week. I just
hope we learned a little about
character and determination this
week."
In the ISSA poll issued between the Duke and Furman
games, Clemson fell from fifth to
16th, behind such teams as
North Caorlina State, Virginia
South Carolina, and Duke. With
the exception of Duke, Clemson
plays each of these teams later in
the season.
South Carolina will be Clemson's next ranked opponent on
Oct. 12 in Columbia. Ibrahim
hopes he will have a healthy team
by then.
"We are desperately hoping
that all three of our injured
players will be ready to play
against South Carolina. But we
just don't know right now."

PLrz

Free pitcher of beer or Pepsi
with medium or large pizza
Monday through Friday
(dine in only)

Fast, Free Delivery
Not valid with other specials
Please advise of coupon when calling

Single-topping
small pizza
$
5.00 + tax

Medium singletopping pizza
$
6.50 + tax
-r
$

3.00 OFF

Large pizza with
3 or more toppings

Italian sub
or
club sub
$
3.00 + tax

"WE'RE THE PLACE FOR
YOUR FAVORITE CASE!"

FOOD STORES

KEGS

GOOSENECKS

Natural Light-$2.39 6 PAK / $8.99 Case
$
S
$
BUD
7.5
GAL.
29.00 & DEP.
Budweiser- 2.59 6 PAK / 9.69 Case
$
$
$
BUD-15.5
GAL.42.50 & DEP.
Coors & Coors Lt. - 2.59 6 Pak/ 9.49 Case
$
COORS-15.5
GAL.42.50 & DEP
$
$
STROH LIGHT- 1.89 6 PAK/ 6.99 Case
MICHELOB-15.5 GAL.-$45.50 & DEP.
(WE RESERVE KEGS - JUST CALL)
(DEPOSIT REQUIRED ON GOOSENECKS)
-654-2907-

"TIGER FAVORITES

yy

BUSCH-SUITCASES-$7.99 / CS.
BUDWEISER SUITCASES -s10.99 / CS.
MOOSEHEAD BOTTLES-$3.99 / 6 PAK
COKE-16-OZ. BTLS.-$1.99 / 6 PAK
* WE HAVE THE "MICH GOLD" CARDS

* OLD STONE CHURCH

233 PENDLETON RD. • BEHIND CLEMSON ARMORY • 654-2907
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Jaycee's bicycle 'Race for Hope' comes to Clemson
by Andy Hobbs
staff writer

The growing popularity of cycling as a
sport across the United States has inspired the Clemson Jaycees and local
businesses to sponsor the inaugural
"Race for Hope."
The race will take place Sunday from
12:30-5:30 p.m. as more than 100 racers
will battle for their share of the $1,500 in
the total prize money.
Although the proceeds from the race
will benefit Clemson's Camp Hope and
other area charities, the "Race for Hope"
is not merely an informal race for charity;
it is a professional cycling event. "Race
for Hope" is the first area race to be
licensed by the U.S. Cycling Federation,
the governing body for cycling. As the
race is a USCF-sponsored event, it has attracted a very competitive field. Topping
the list is Jay Osborne, a two-time national cycling champion and former U.S.
Olympic team member.
The "Race for Hope" is on a criterium
course, meaning a short loop course.
Located on the roads encircling Littlejohn
Coliseum, the criterium is approximately
1 km. in length. The rectangular course is
relatively flat, allowing racers to sprint to
speeds over 30 mph in the straightaways,
while maintaining speeds in excess of 20
mph in the corners. Besides good sprin-

Crian Kowlelike/photographer

Cyclists (L-R) Richard Anderson, Ned McDevitt and Alan Diehl prepare
for Sunday's race around Littlejohn Coliseum.
ting ability, the racers must possess good
handling skills to maneuver the four
sharp turns. The course's length and
layout will allow spectators ample opportunities to see great bicycle racing.
The USCF divides racers into seven
categories: Women, Juniors (men under
18), Seniors I, II, III and IV (men 18-35)
and Veterans (men over 35). In bicycle
racing, Senior I is the most competitive
division. The "Race for Hope" will only
have five races, combining the Seniors I
and II together as well as the Juniors and
Seniors IV.

The first heat will start at 12:30 p.m.
with the Juniors and Seniors IV competitors battling in a 20k race. At 1:15 p.m.,
the Women will beein their 20k race. The
Veterans' 30k race will follow at 2 p.m.
The premier event, the 50k race involving
the Seniors I and II will begin at 3 p.m.
The Seniors III 30k race, the final heat,
begins at 4:30 p.m. and concludes the day's
events. Throughout the day, spectators
will be able to enjoy the performance of a
BMX freestyle team.
Although this is only the first running

of the "Race for Hope," the Jaycees and
the race's major sponsors, Spectrum Corporation and Sunshine Bicycles, hope to
make the race an annual event. Part of
their optimism stems from the recent success of a similar race in Athens. Six year
ago, the Athens "Twilight Criterion" was
in its first stages. Today, the prize money
offered at the Athens race exceeds
$20,000.
Richard Anderson, one of the "Race for
Hope's" organizers attributed cycling's
growing popularity to several sources.
The gold medal sweep by the U.S. at the
1984 Summer Olympics started the
growth. The win by American Greg
Lemond in the Tour de France, cycling's
"Super Bowl," has added fuel to the fervor. Anderson also cites the growing
popularity of triathlons, which have cycling as part of its competition, as a major
source of crossover athletes.
Anderson hopes that the growing
number of participants will also mean
cycling's growth as a spectator sport.
Besides seeing great overall racing, spectators will be able to cheer on five
Clemson students participating in the
race. Al Jeffers, Ed Giard, Don Kagle,
John Martin and Alan Diehl are all USCF
members. Of the five, Diehl is the best
cyclist, as he will be the only Clemson student challenging Jay Osborne in the
featured event, the 50k Seniors I and II

Cars
parked
around
Littlejohn
on
G Street,
A Street
and
Ravenel
Road
will be
towed for
race if not
moved
before
11 a.m.

How to get into the library at 3 a.m.
If you can't quite squeeze your research into a regular day, you need
KNOWLEDGE INDEX?" In minutes,
you'll locate the articles you need from
millions contained in over 10,000 journals covering all disciplines. Best of all,
you use KNOWLEDGE INDEX late at
night and weekends, when the library
may be closed.
No special equipment or programming skills are required. All you need is
a personal computer and a modem to
access many of the same online databases used in campus libraries.

But convenience isn't the only advantage. We'll automatically charge your
VISA, Mastercard, or American Express
account, so paying for KNOWLEDGE
INDEX couldn't be easier. And since you
use Knowledge Index during the hours
libraries and businesses don't, you
save money.
Sign up and receive $10 off the
start up fee. Forget about rushing to
the library before it closes. Just get
KNOWLEDGE INDEX. An idea that's
long overdue.
For information, call 800-3-Dialog.

Or write: KNOWLEDGE INDEX, Dialog
Information Services, Inc., 3460 Hillview
Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94304.
|-— FIND OUT ABOUT IT.
j
For your $10 discount coupon
and more information on
KNOWLEDGE INDEX, contact
the reference desk at
I
Robert M. Cooper Library
I

Sunday
I N FORM ATION - ONLI N E

ALL

NIGHT

DIALOG*
A subsidiary of Lockheed Corp.
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Dawgs end Spikers' win streak at six
by Eric Keller
assistant sports editor
The Lady Tiger Volleyball team continued to shine over the past week. The
squad managed to beat Baptist College
and Furman, while losing for only the second time to nationally-ranked Georgia.
In doing so, Head Coach Linda White
ups her and the team's record 8-2. The
mark is the best start a Clemson volleyball team has gotten off to since 1981.
Baptist
Last Saturday Clemson travelled to
Charleston for what it thought would be a
two-match weekend. The team was scheduled to face Baptist and Mercer. However, Mercer cancelled.
After getting off to a slow start, the
Lady Tigers bounced back to beat the
Baptist Buccaneers 11-15, 15-11, 15-7,
and 15-3.
Senior Denise Murphy continued her recent improvement, leading the Tigers with
18 kills and 31 defensive saves in the
match. The latter is a new school record.

uana MJeiseiiiniii/phutograpfiei'

Joy Flemming prepares to return
a ball against Furman last Monday.

ROYAL

ARMY SURPLUS
119 N. TOWNVILLE ST. 8824867

CAMO FATIGUES
These are Military Spec.

List $29.95 ea.
OUR LOW PRICE
$24.95 each piece
$45.00 per set.

S.WJLT.
BLACK FATIGUES

OLIVE DRAB

Buy the set for only $45.00

Show Your Clemson
I.D. for Special
Discount Coupon

Upcoming
The Lady Tigers will put their unbeaten
home record on the line this Sunday, when
they defend ACC-champions Duke. The
match will begin at 2 p.m. During the
match the team will honor Tucci who
passed the 1,000 assist mark last Saturday.

HEAVY WEIGHT
Fatigues
$24.95 ea. $45.00 set

G.I. CANTEEN
1 WEEK SPECIAL
W/Cover $6.95 ea.
2 (or $1250

PISTOL BELTS
O.D.
Lg. $9.95 Med. $8.95
Military Specification

MAGNESIUM
FIRE STARTER
$5.95 ea.
2 for $10.00

ANGLE-HEAD
FLASHLIGHTS

$4.95

G.I. W/Fllters
List $7.95
Our Price $5.95

WEB BELTS

SUNGLASSES

OD, - BLACK. - CAMO
Your Prtce $2J60 ea.
3fcx$6J0O

GOVERNMENT ISSUE
52mm
$24.95 ea. 2 for $45XX)

SURVIVAL
SAW

RIPSTOP FATIGUES
List Price $29.95
OUR SPECIAL PRICE
$24.95

Georgia
Clemson travelled to Athens Tuesday
night, where the fifteenth-ranked Ladv
Bulldogs ended the Lady Tigers's six-game
winning streak.
Georgia won in straight games by the
scores of 15-5, 15-8, and 15-9.
Murphy again led in the kill category
with 12. Lynn Lugering had 20 set assists
while junior Chris Sherman had 14 defensive saves.

$39.95 ea. 2 for $70XX)
4 lb; Hollofll

YOUR
"ONE
STOP
SHOP"
FOR
ANYTHING
SURPLUS

100% Cotton Rlpstop
Compare at $32.50 ea.
OUR LOW PRICE
$24.95 each piece
$45.00 per sett!

Furman
Monday marked the second home
match for the Lady Tigers. They took on a
scrappy Paladin team.
The match began with Clemson jumping out to an 11-2 lead. But they struggled
to win the first game 15-13. Struggle
seemed to be the key word for the remainder of the match.
The Lady Paladins managed to win the
second game 15-13, before Clemson got it
in gear and swept the final two games
15-10 and 15-12.
"We got off to a shaky start," said
White. "We managed to pull ourselves
together and win. A big turning point was
our excellent bench strength. Jennifer

Feeley, Cindy Schuler, Tammy Quaresma
and Mary Johnson did an excellent job off
the bench." The four combined for 12
kills.
Murphy contributed 14 kills as did
junior Joy Flemming. Cindy Tucci continued her fine play with six service aces.

CAMO
SLEEPING BAGSI

"DOWNTOWN SENECA"
WOODLAND PATTERN
100% COTTON RIPSTOP

"Baptist was a very good team," said
White. "They had a 6-2 girl who could
slam dunk the ball and another at 6-0. It
was a nice win for me since I came here
from Charleston. I had a lot of friends at
the match.
"Even though we won we still dillydally with the ball too much. We don't
play well till we have to."

WE BUY
SELL & TRADE

58 mm
$26.95 ea-2for$50XX)

^^

/2 THE STAGE DOOR ttv
MOVIE STORE

BE A PART OF MANAGEMENT
YOUR FIRST DAY ON THE JOB.
Where you go with the career you choose
often depends on where you start. As a Naval
officer, you're already starting halfway up
the ladder right from day one.
Maybe you don't think of the Navy as a
company, yet if you had a list of every kind of
leadership position, you'd find a comparable
occupation for a Naval officer.
Executive, managerial, professional,
scientific or technical, today's Navy is big
business. Sophisticated technical and management training develops experience and
responsibility you'll use the rest of your life.

Naval officers earn solid starting salaries
with additional allowances adding more to
their income, and benefits like free medical
and dental can-, and thirty days' paid
vacation each year. .
Minimum qualifications require that you
must not have reached your 29th birthday
by commissioning, you must have a BA or
BS degree, you must be a U.S. citizen and
you must qualify for security clearance. For
further information, call Navy Management
I*rograms:
1-800-922-2135 in South Carolina or
1-800-845-5640 in Georgia, M-TH, 9-2. Make your
first job a real move up in the world.

NAVY OFFICERS LEAD THE ADVENTURE.

^

The Most Honored
Film Of 1985.
BASED

ON

ROBERT
REDF0RD

A

TRUE

STORY.

MERYL
STREEP

^SYDNEY POLLACK™.

WANTED
Delivery Persons
for Domino's Pizza
• Full or part time.
• Flexible hours and days.
• Must be at least 18 years of age.
• Must have car and insurance.
• Must be able to work weekends.
• Hourly wage plus mileage and tips.
Flexible Hours • 5-50 hours/week

Get 3 movies and 1 VCR for $10
With membership you get FREE DELIVERY in Clemson

LAKEVIEW PLAZA MALL
t%»* *»****■!

•

Apply in Person • 300 College Avenue

654-6567
>«■*.»«*«» m»*-mm*• ****-**-**^*-.hf*f*^fi4*J'P^**rF***-*4***m*-**+<P-&m+*W*r+ * * ^^*M*~
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John Phillips: adapting well to new position
by David Brandes
staff writer

Player Profile

Every coach in America will tell you, the key to success on the football field is making adjustments. Without
adjustments, the competition is likely to pass you by.
No one knows that better than John Phillips. Phillips,
a 261-pound junior, has been forced to make some difficult
adjustments throughout his college career.
"When I came to Clemson, I was originally supposed
to be a defensive linebacker—the position I played
throughout high school," John said. "But I got a little
heavy and they had to move me to the offensive line,
which was quite an adjustment."
As if changing to a completely different position
wasn't bad enough, John soon found himself the anchor
and most experienced player on the line—despite the fact
that he was only introduced to the position less than a
year ago.
"I made the transition to offensive line in the spring
of 1985 so I'm still pretty new to the position," John said.
"It takes a long time to learn a position like the line
because there is a lot of technique involved and you can
never learn enough technique. Still, I think I know what it
takes to be successful in this position and with hard work,
I think I can still improve a lot."
Due to the loss of a number of seniors from last year's
squad, Phillips—despite his relative inexperience—suddenly
found himself the inspirational leader of a young squad of
linemen—a position he did not take lightly.
"Freshman all need a little sheltering, especially at a
major institution like Clemson," John said. "I tried to
just help them a lot in the pre-Fall and after we lost to
Virginia Tech."
"A lot of guys were a little confused after the Tech
game because many had never even played in a college
game and they didn't know how they did," John said.
"We just had to tell them that the turnovers weren't their
fault and that their blocking was effective and to just
hang in there."

However, no matter how much encouragement young
football players, nothing helps like an exciting victory.
"All before the Georgia game, we were trying to pick
the guys up but nothing helps like winning a game,"
Phillips said. "The last drive was a big turning point for
us. We felt that we could dominate the line and our confidence just grew tremendously. Now, everyone is a leader
and we feel it's all coming together."
As important as football is to John, he realizes that
academics is the biggest adjustment he has had to make
since coming to Clemson.
"I went to a real rural school called Mitchell High in
North Carolina that didn't have that many academic opportunities," John said. "I didn't take any college prep
courses which didn't help me too much. But the tutors
and academic people on the team really helped me and
I've got a good handle on things now."
Yet another adjustment John was forced to make was
coming into a program still feeling the pains of probation.
John felt that the fans and the team were a little disheartened and needed to adjust to winning again.
"Everyone seemed to have a bad taste about the team
and some of the new guys just didn't know how to win,"
John said. "But the last two games, everyone has had a
real positive attitude and that has even reached the fans.
They made such a tremendous impact in both games in
Georgia. We could really feel them behind us and it helped
a lot—they have really become our 12th man."
As many adjustments as John has had to endure, the
last one has possibly been the most challenging. John's
younger brother Hank is now a member of the Tigers'
football team.
"I watched him go through many of the same things I
went through although he had a little advantage over
most guys," John said. "Coach Ford used to put us across
from each other when he first got here and tell me to try to
kill him. It really is sort of a rivalry, but it made
me better and T f-Viink if Koir«»r) u;»„ ~„* ,IQO »

John Phillips
Although John is only a junior, he possess that reflective quality that is usually reserved for senior players in
their last campaign. In addition to being a fine athlete and
a team leader, John also has some advice for aspiring
athletes.
"If I could talk to a high school athletes thinking
about college, I would tell him the key to succeeding is attitude. With the proper attitude and hard work, you can
make it in college football and in colleee academics."
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For the

IF YOUR BOOKSTORE DOESNl
CARRY SHARP CALCULATORS
CALL AND COMPLAIN.

best in
Clemson
sports
coverage
'The

Sharp calculators are designed
first in their class.
Our EL-533 financial calculator
for example, has twenty memories compared to just five for the
competition. So it lets you do
complex calculations like discounted cash flow
analysis.
For those who
prefer lab coats to
pinstripes, there's
our EL-506A scientific calculator. With
its 10-digit display,
direct formula entry
and 93 scientific functions, it makes per^forming even the most
difficult calculations easy as pi.
And because it's sleek, slim and
stylish, you'll never look out of
step as science marches on.
The fact is, Sharp makes all
kinds of ingenious little calculators that can help get you
through college. And help you
pay for it.
Because unlike college...
they're surprisingly affordable.
Calculators, Audio, AA/ Equipment, Banking
Systems. Broadcast Cameras. Cash Registers.
Computers and Peripherals, Copiers, Electronic
Components, Electronic Typewriters, Facsimile,
Medical Products, Microwave Ovens. Televisions.
Vacuum Cleaners, Video Recorders © 1986 Sharp
Electronics Corporation, Sharp Plaza. Mahwah. New
Jersey 07430

Tiger'

FROM SHARP MINDS
COME SHARP PRODUCTS"

The Tiger Picks
With the year nearly half
over, excitement, despair, tension and, yes, even desperation
are beginning to touch the
hearts of our group of pickers.
AnnaMaria (I forgot) Marchionne has even resorted to
the throwing of darts to arrive
at her "picks." Don't laugh—it
couldn't hurt her.
Others are looking at the
chart as a horse race. That
spell bad news for Bob (Blob)
Ellis since usually the leader
throughout the event succumbs
to a late charging entry.
Those late chargers include
Eric (Nail a photographer) Keller
who broke into the elite top row
for the first time this year. Eric
is four games out, but only one
behind Tim (warm body sweepstakes) Crawford.
The biggest "longshot" of
the week came from dead last
as Molly (Softball) Stover had
the best week. Molly went 9-1,
which not only moved her out of
last place, but vaulted her into
the third row.
On the other side of the coin,
the disappointment of the week
award goes to Alicia (Keep
dreaming) Mattison who went
5-5, to leave her seven games
out and only a slim two games
ahead of Molly.
Last week's guest picker
Allison Dalton had a rough
time of it going 6-4.
Last week's scores:
Georgia Tech 3
Clemson 27
Oklahoma 16
Miami 28
Tennessee 8
Auburn 32
S.Carolina
26
Georgia 31
Virginia 13
Duke 20
Maryland 16
N.C. State 28
Florida
St. 18
Michigan 20
W. Virginia 16
Pittsburgh 48
Marshall
Furman
Slip. Rock 14
Edinboro 24
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Bob Ellis
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Florida
Nebraska
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Duke
Penn St.
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Texas A&M

Susan Huber
managing editor
(41-9)
Clemson
Alabama
UNC
Florida
Nebraska
Wake Forest
Vanderbilt
Penn St.
Ohio St.
Texas A&M

Tim Crawford
head photographer
(39-11)
Clemson
Alabama
UNC
Florida
Nebraska
Tie
Duke
Penn St.
Ohio St.
Texas A&M

Eric Keller
asst. sports
(38-12)
Clemson
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UNC
LSU
Nebraska
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Duke
Penn St.
Ohio St.
Texas A&M

Brian Arldt
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(38-12)
Clemson
Alabama
UNC
Florida
Nebraska
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Duke
Penn St.
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Texas A&M
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UNC
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Duke
Penn St.
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Clemson
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UNC
Florida
Nebraska
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Duke
Penn St.
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Texas Tech

Kenny Crowder
assoc. news editor
(37-13)
Clemson
Alabama
UNC
Florida
Nebraska
Wake Forest
Duke
Penn St.
Ohio St.
Texas A&M

Tommy Trammell
sports editor
(35-15)
Clemson
Alabama
UNC
LSU
Nebraska
Wake Forest
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Penn St.
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Texas A&M

Kim Norton
features editor
(35-15)
Clemson
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UNC
Florida
Nebraska
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Duke
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Ohio St.
Texas A&M

Ernie G.
entertainment ed.
(35-15)
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UNC
Florida
Nebraska
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Duke
Penn St.
Ohio St.
Texas A&M

Bryan Fortune
sr. photographer
(35-15)
Clemson
Alabama
UNC
Florida
Nebraska
Wake Forest
Vanderbilt
Penn St.
Ohio St.
Texas A&M

Alicia Mattison
business mgr.
(35-15)
Clemson
Alabama
UNC
Florida
Nebraska
Virginia
Vanderbilt
Penn St.
Ohio St.
Texas A&M

Molly Stover
asst. ad mgr.
(34-16)
Clemson
Notre Dame
UNC
LSU
Nebraska
Wake Forest
Duke
Penn St.
Ohio St.
Texas A&M

Susan Hagins
office manager
(34-16)
Clemson
Alabama
UNC
Florida
Nebraska
Wake Forest
Vanderbilt
Penn St.
Ohio St.
Texas A&M

AnnaMaria M.
advertising manager
(33-17)
Clemson
Alabama
UNC
Florida
Carolina
Wake Forest
Duke
Rutgers
Ohio St.
Texas Tech

Richard Edwards
circulation manager
(32-18)
Clemson
Notre Dame
UNC
Florida
Nebraska
Virginia
Duke
Penn St.
Ohio St.
Texas A&M

Andrew Cauthen
copy editor
(12-8)
Clemson
Notre Dame
UNC
LSU
Nebraska
Wake Forest
Duke
Penn St.
Ohio St.
Texas A&M

Foster Senn
guest picker
(39-11)
Clemson
Alabama
UNC
Florida
Carolina
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Penn St.
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This Week's Games:
The Citadel at Clemson
Notre Dame at Alabama
Georgia Tech at UNC
LSU at Florida
Nebraska at S. Carolina
Virginia at Wake
Duke at Vanderbilt
Rutgers at Penn St.
Illinois at Ohio St.
Texas Tech at Texas A&M

BURGER
BURNOUT?

Life can be really tough when you 've got a bad burger habit. You
find yourself thinking about burgers all day long. You can't wait till you
get another "burger fix". But it doesn 't have to be that way! There is a
Fresh Alternative... Subway Sub Shops. All our sandwiches and salads
are made fresh before your eyes. So get rid of that burger on your back.
Come to a Subway Sub Shop for a quick recovery.

101 College Ave.
654-1432

101 College Ave.
654-1432

